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   ¶ part i

D’alembert’s masterPIece on DynamIcs

1. aleMBert, Jean le rond d’. traité de Dynamique, 
dans lequel les loix de l’equilibre & du mouvement des corps sont 
réduites au plus petit nombre possible, & démontrées d’une maniére 
nouvelle, & où l’on donne un Principe général pour trouver le mou-
vement de plusieurs corps qui agissent les uns sur les autres, d’une 
maniére quelconque. engraved vignette on title & four folding en-
graved plates. 2 p.l., xxvi, [2], 186, [2] pp. 4to, cont. marbled calf (ex-
tremities a trifle worn, preliminary leaves a bit discolored), spine 
gilt, red morocco lettering piece on spine. paris: david l’aîné, 1743.  
   $17,500.00
 First edition, and a fine copy, of d’alembert’s masterpiece on dynamics; 
this has become a scarce book on the market. “the traité de dynamique, 
which has become the most famous of his scientific works, is significant in 
many ways. First, it is clear that d’alembert recognized that a scientific rev-
olution had occurred, and he thought that he was doing the job of formal-
izing the new science of mechanics . . . the traité also contained the first 
statement of what is known as d’alembert’s principle. d’alembert was, 
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“a masterly Work”

3. aleMBert, Jean le rond d’. recherches sur la Préces-
sion des equinoxes, et sur la nutation de l’axe de la terre, dans le 
systême newtonien. Four folding engraved plates. xxxviii, [2], 184 
pp. 4to, cont. mottled calf, spine gilt, red morocco lettering piece on 
spine. paris: david l’aîné, 1749. $6500.00
 First edition of one of alembert’s 
most important books. “during the 
late 1740’s, d’alembert, Clairaut, and 
euler were all working on the famous 
three-body problem, with varying suc-
cess. d’alembert’s interest in celestial 
mechanics thus led him, in 1749, to 
publish a masterly work, the recherches 
sur la Précession des equinoxes . . . the 
precession of the equinoxes, a problem 
previously attacked by Clairaut, was 
very difficult. d’alembert’s method was 
similar to Clairaut’s but he employed 
more terms in his integration of the 
equation of motion and arrived at a 
solution more in accord with the observed motion of the earth. he was 
rightly proud of his book.”–D.s.b., i, p. 113.
 a very fine copy and scarce on the market. From the library of Marchese 
giulio stanga Carlo trecco (please see item 1).
¶ Babson 36.

HIs major contrIbutIon to 
FluID DynamIcs

4. aleMBert, Jean le 
rond d’. essai d’une nouvelle 
theorie de la résistance des Fluides. 
two folding engraved plates. xlvi, 
212 pp. 4to, cont. mottled calf (lower 
cover with a small abrasion), spine 
gilt, red morocco lettering piece on 
spine. paris: david, 1752.    $4500.00
 First edition of d’alembert’s major 

furthermore, in the tradition that attempted to develop mechanics without 
using the notion of force. Finally, it was long afterward said (rather sim-
plistically) that in this work he resolved the famous vis viva controversy, a 
statement with just enough truth in it to be plausible.”–D.s.b., i, p. 111–(& 
see pp. 111-13 for a full account of the work).
 Fine copy. From the library of Marchese giulio stanga Carlo trecco (d. 
1832), amateur mathematician and physicist who formed a large collection 
of scientific instruments, with his shelfmark label at head of spine.
¶ en Français dans le texte 147. printing & the Mind of Man 195. rob-
erts & trent, Bibliotheca Mechanica, p. 7–“a landmark in the history of 
mechanics.”

“tHe FIrst General use oF PartIal DIFFerentIal 
equatIons In matHematIcal PHysIcs”

2. aleMBert, Jean le rond d’. reflexions sur la cause 
Generale des Vents. Piéce qui a remporté le Prix proposé par l’academie 
royale des sciences de berlin, pour l’année 1746. engraved vignette 
on title, one engraved headpiece, & two folding engraved plates. 4 p.l., 
xxviii, 194, 138 pp. 4to, cont. mottled calf (head of spine with a small 
chip, several signatures browned or foxed), spine gilt, red morocco 
lettering piece on spine. paris: david l’aîné, 1747. $4500.00
 First edition (?). this and the Berlin edition of the same year (with 
latin text only) are both variously claimed as the true first edition, and 
it is perhaps logical to suppose that a prize-winning essay should appear 
first under the imprint of the prize-giver. however, the imprimatur of the 
French académie des sciences was granted on 6 september 1746, and the 
paris edition was on sale in november of that year (see d’alembert’s letter 
of 6 January 1747 to euler). the text of the paris edition comprises the 
latin original of the prize submission, together with its French translation 
with “various more or less considerable additions” (avertissement).
 “in 1747 d’alembert published two more important works, one of which, 
the réflexions sur la cause générale des vents, won a prize from the prussian 
academy. in it appeared the first general use of partial differential equations 
in mathematical physics. euler later perfected the techniques of using these 
equations . . . as a work on atmospheric tides it was successful, and lagrange 
continued to praise d’alembert’s efforts many years later.”–D.s.b., i, p. 113.
 very good copy of a very rare edition. From the library of Marchese 
giulio stanga Carlo trecco (please see item 1).
¶ see roberts & trent, Bibliotheca Mechanica, p. 8 for the Berlin edition.
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tHe marIette art collectIon

7. (auCtion Catalogues: Mariette, pierre 
Jean). Catalogue d’estampes des plus grands Maîtres italiens, 
Flamands & François, de divers recueils d’estampes, d’architecture 
de différents Maîtres, & autres traités sur les arts, dépendants de 
la succession de M. Mariette, Contrôleur de la grande-Chancellerie 
de France, honoraire amateur de l’académie royale de peinture & 
sculpture, & de l’académie de Florence, dont la vente commencera 
le 1er Février 1775 . . . & jours suivans . . . par F. Basan, graveur. add-
ed engraved title-page (by J.M. Moreau le jeune). viii, 79 pp. 8vo, 
polished green vellum over boards. paris: Basan & Chariot, 1775.

[bound with]:

(—). supplément au Catalogue des estampes de la succession de feu M. 
Mariette, dont la vente a commencé le premier Février dernier, & laquelle 
continuera en Mai prochain, après la vente de Bibliothèque, qui finira le 
treize [May 1775]. 23 pp. 8vo. [paris: 1775].

[bound with]:
 (—). [From engraved title-page]: catalogue raisonné des différens ob-

contribution to fluid dynamics, in which “the differential hydrodynamic 
equations were first expressed in terms of a field and the hydrodynamic 
paradox was put forth . . . the essay was an important contribution. hunter 
rouse and simon ince have said that d’alembert was the first ‘to intro-
duce such concepts as the components of fluid velocity and acceleration, 
the differential requirements of continuity, and even the complex numbers 
essential to modern analysis of the same problem’.”–D.s.b., i, p. 115.
 nice copy. From the library of Marchese giulio stanga Carlo trecco 
(please see item 1).
¶ roberts & trent, bibliotheca mechanica, p. 8. rouse & ince, History of 
Hydraulics, pp. 101-03.

better tHan claIraut’s metHoD

5. aleMBert, Jean le rond d’. recherches sur Differens 
Points importans du systême du monde. six folding engraved plates. 
lxviii, 260 pp.; vi, 290 pp.; xlviii, 263 pp. three vols. 4to, cont. mottled 
calf (lower cover of vol. ii a little wormed), spines gilt, red morocco 
lettering pieces on spines. paris: david, 1754-54-56. $9500.00
 First edition. “devoted primar-
ily to the motion of the moon (vol-
ume ii included a new set of lunar 
tables), it was written at least par-
tially to guard d’alembert’s claims 
to originality against those of 
Clairaut. as was so often the case, 
d’alembert’s method was math-
ematically more sound, but Clai-
raut’s method was more easily used 
by astronomers.”–D.s.b., i, p. 114.
 Clairaut’s anonymous and unfa-
vorable review of the third volume, 
published in the journal des sça-
vans, caused a bitter, famous, and 
extended controversy which contin-
ued until Clairaut’s death in 1765.
 Fine set. From the library of Marchese giulio stanga Carlo trecco 
(please see item 1).
¶ lalande, p. 453–“on trouve dans le premier volume des recherches sa-
vantes sur le probléme des trois corps.”
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Mariette owned over 3400 mounted drawings and approximately 6000 
drawings in portfolios. he especially admired italian art but also had 1000 
French drawings including fine works by Claude lorrain and poussin, 
as well as his own contemporaries, 16 drawings by dürer, including the 
small owl (albertina), and works by rubens, van dyck, and velazquez” 
(grove). 
 this encyclopedic catalogue begins with a finely executed allegorical 
engraving by Choffard and Cochin fils that depicts a bust of Mariette sur-
rounded by the angelic personifications of art and taste. there is then a 
detailed biography of Mariette, followed by a summary of the sale and a 
very useful index of artists. herein are described 1450 lots of paintings (by 
a. van de velde, teniers, Brouwer, rubens, van dyck, poussin, Bourdon, 
watteau & greuze), terracotta, medals, sculpture, and drawings. More than 
1300 drawings are detailed. the second portion of this sale [p. 222-418], 
with a separate numeration, describes Mariette’s vast collection of prints 
and books of prints. Four of the works described are reproduced with de-
tailed engravings.
 it is clear from the names of the buyers that Mariette’s contemporaries 
greatly respected his taste. the foremost experts of the time, paillet (usu-
ally bidding on behalf of the king), Basan, piauger, lebrun, rémy and 
Joullain purchased a large number of the lots. private collectors and insti-
tutions such as the prince de Conti, Julien de parme, strange, Motte, and 
the louvre, etc. also grasped this singular opportunity to acquire rare and 
important pieces. For example, the Bibliothèque royale purchased several 
hundred prints at the sale.
 Fine copies of these sale catalogues, containing enormous amounts of 
information important in art history and provenance research. 
¶ i. lugt 2356. ii. lugt 2417. iii. lugt 2453. For more information on Mari-
ette and these sales, see Blanc, trésor de la curiosité, vol. i, pp. 262-304, & 
guichard, les amateurs d’art, a Paris au XVIIIe siècle.

a Famous PolIsH collectIon

8. (auCtion Catalogue: [potoCki [or po-
toski], vinCent, CoMte]). catalogue d’une collection 
nombreuse d’estampes anciennes et modernes, des ecoles d’Italie, 
d’espagne, d’allemagne, et autres Pays du nord; de Flandre, de 
Hollande, d’angleterre et de France. oeuvres, recueils, Galeries et 
cabinets; livres a Figures, livres sur les arts: tableaux et Dessins, 
provenant du cabinet de m. le comte V . . . . . . P . . . . . . par F.l. reg-

jets de curiosités dans les sciences et arts, qui composaient le cabinet 
de feu mr. mariette . . . par F. Basan, graveur. [15 november, 1775–30 
January, 1776]. Five engraved plates (one double-page). xvi, 418 pp. 
8vo. [From the engraved title]: paris: Basan, 1775. $5500.00
 special copies of the three momentous catalogues of the entire art col-
lection of Mariette (1694-1774), each priced throughout in a contemporary 
hand and with buyers’ names. these catalogues, bound together here in 
fine green vellum, present valuable information on French art collecting in 
the second half of the 18th-century. Mariette, the celebrated print dealer, 
publisher, writer, expert, and collector, was one of the great art connois-
seurs of his time. “his special interest was provenance, and his 1741 sale 
catalogue of the Crozat collection was the first to use provenances to verify 
attributions and the first to place the individual works within their time, 
defining their specific characteristics and comparing them to other works 
of art . . . 
 “Mariette’s will stipulated that his collections be sold and the proceeds 
shared by his wife and four children. louis Xvi was offered the collection, 
but his offer of 300,000 livres was refused by the family, and the collec-
tions were sold at auction in paris in 1775-76. among the buyers were 
the Crown (1000 drawings now in the louvre), louis François, prince de 
Conti, paul randon de Boisset, and other notable collectors, French and 
foreign” (grove).
 i. “[he] owned an important collection of engravings, many of them in-
herited from other family members. there were approximately 1300 prints 
by Callot and over 400 by rembrandt, a copy of van dyck’s Iconography, 
and engravings after portraits. he had a valuable library of art books . . . ” 
(grove).
 this catalogue describes 811 lots of French, italian, and Flemish prints 
and books of prints and 164 lots of books. Fully priced and annotated 
throughout in a contemporary hand with buyers’ names.
 ii. the supplement to the previous sale which describes 300 lots of 
prints and several objets d’art.
 iii. “as a collector, Mariette lacked the great wealth of his predecessors 
Jabach or Crozat, many of whose drawings entered his collection, but dis-
tinguished himself by the consistently high quality of his drawings, which 
he selected after a critical study of their attributions, based partially on 
provenance. he preferred, if the choice had to be made, exceptional works 
by secondary artists to secondary works by famous artists; but he neverthe-
less owned important drawings by raphael and Michelangelo, including 
the latter’s drawing of his own hand (louvre). at the time of his death, 
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red half-pebbled cloth and marbled boards (upper cover slightly 
rubbed), spine lettered in gilt. paris: regnault & silvestre, 1805. 
   $1950.00
 the important sale catalogue of an art critic and early chronicler of the 
salons. saint-yves (1717-1804), was a member of a well-known family of 
oculists. he became a prodigious and eclectic collector, having inherited 
a large fortune from his father, etienne. the younger saint-yves was a 
considerable buyer at the Mariette, Boucher, Jullienne, huquier, neyman, 
Conti, and van loo sales and owned complete collections of works by dür-
er, sadeler, lucas de leyde, s. Beham, aldegrever, staveren, and other old 
Masters. Bound in with this copy is the printed price list.
 the present catalogue begins with a biographical sketch of saint-yves 
by regnault. it then describes 621 lots of paintings, drawings, prints, 
books, bronzes, ivories, etc. at the end, there is a useful index of artists.
 nice copy, but with some inoffensive foxing. natural paper tears on 
pages 75-7, without loss of text.
¶ lugt 6939.

WItH tHe PrInteD PrIce lIst

10. (auCtion Catalogue: silvestre, JaCques 
augustin de). catalogue raisonné d’objets d’arts du 
cabinet de Feu m. de silvestre, ci-devant chevalier de l’ordre de 
saint-michel, et maître à Dessiner des enfans de France; par F. -l. 
regnault-delalande . . . [From the schedule of sale: 28 fèvrier-25 
mars 1811]. 1 p.l., xvi, 555, 16 pp. schedule of sale, & 16 pp. printed 
price-list laid-in. 8vo, cont. quarter calf & paste-paper boards (cor-
ners slightly worn), red morocco lettering-piece, spine gilt. paris: 
regnault-delalande, 1810 [sale took place in 1811]. $1750.00
 the important sale catalogue of silvestre (1719-1809), artist, teacher to 
the princes of France, and art collector. Much of his collection was acquired 
by the Cabinet impérial.
 this sizeable catalogue thoroughly describes 1352 lots of paintings, 
prints, books of prints, and sculpture. the numerous group lots are pre-
cisely listed with additional details on state and condition. at the end there 
is an index of artists, a full list of catalogues issued by regnault-delalande 
since 1785, and the annonce of the sale schedule, all very useful. Finally, 
laid-in the present copy is the printed price list.
 very good copy.
¶ lugt 7932. n.B.g., vol. 43, col. 1012.

nault delalande. la vente de cette Collection se fera . . . le mercredi 
9 février . . . et jours suivans . . . jusqu’au lundi 28 du dit mois . . . xvi, 
255 pp., 12 pp. of printed price list. 8vo, orig. blue paper wrappers 
(upper wrapper wrinkled), uncut. paris: regnault delalande, 1820.  
   $2250.00

the uncommon sale catalogue 
of a famous polish art collection 
and library, with the rare printed 
price list. vincent potocki (d. 
1825), great-nephew of stanislas 
leszczynski, the king of poland, 
and grand chamberlain to the 
king, enjoyed the comforts of a 
large fortune. he formed an admi-
rable collection of prints, books, 
and paintings from all across eu-
rope, spanning several centuries. 

the present catalogue de-
scribes 607 lots of prints in sheets 
and in recueils; 18 lots of views; 14 
lots of suites of prints concerning 
costumes, caricatures, and monu-
ments; one lot of duplicate prints; 

44 lots of bound prints; 116 lots of fine illustrated books in natural history, 
architecture (including a long run of piranesi’s works on pp. 181-86), geog-
raphy, ancient history, and portraits; and 30 lots of books on the arts, which 
features the earliest catalogues raisonnés of rembrandt, dürer, rubens, as 
well as the catalogues of famous collections formed by Marolles, paignon 
dijonval, Mariette, and Basan. herein reappears the celebrated ensemble 
of prints after rubens which potocki purchased at the van schorel sale of 
1774. the catalogue concludes with a useful index of artists. laid-in is the 
printed price-list.
 very good copy of an encyclopedic print collection.
¶ lugt 9728.

WItH tHe PrInteD PrIce lIst

9. (auCtion Catalogue: saint-yves, Charles 
léoFFroy de). catalogue raisonné du cabinet de feu . . . par 
F.l. regnault. xiv, 336 pp., 19 pp. of printed price list. 8vo, later 
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gold and silver), tailors (low cut dresses were not allowed), merchants, priests, 
actors and musicians, students, craftsmen, farmers, butchers, and tavern keep-
ers. there is an early description of gambling: card and dice games were for-
bidden to priests but chess was allowed as it is not a game of chance.
 as is often the case (see istC), this copy does not have the eight-leaf 
speculum sacerdotum by hermannus de schildiz bound-in at the end.
 there is some worming throughout touching the text and the binding is 
a little worn but this is a most remarkable binding because of its rare color. 
this is a large and crisp copy with many lower edges partially untrimmed.
¶ goff B-160. istC ib00160000.

comPlete WItH all tHe suPPlements

12. Bauer, Johann JaCoB. Bibliotheca librorum rariorum 
universalis. oder vollständiges verzeichniss rarer Bücher, aus den 
besten schriftstellern mit Fleiss zusammen getragen und aus ei-
gener vieljährigen erfahrung vermehret . . . Four vols. & three sup-
plement vols. 8vo, cont. marbled boards (extremities a little worn), 
orange vellum lettering pieces on spines. nuremberg: M.J. Bauer, 
1770-71-71-72-74-74-91. $1500.00
 First edition of this bibliographical catalogue of rare books, compiled by 
Bauer (1706-72), a bookseller in nuremberg. it has many of the characteris-
tics of the other such german compilations of the 18th century: it is arranged 
alphabetically with a prefatory discussion 
on the nature and causes of rarity in books 
and lists primarily protestant theology, the 
greek and latin classics, a good selection of 
historical and geographical writings, and, ex-
cept for books in italian, a rather small pro-
portion of belles-lettres.
 petzholdt (p. 114), as always, has a com-
plaint: in this book the author uses “rarus, 
rarissimus, albo corvo rarior, infrequen-
tissimus, paucissimis incognitus” too fre-
quently. as a fellow bookseller, i forgive our 
author (and the odds are he knew what he 
was talking about). approximately 20,000 
titles are described.
 very good set. gift bookplate of robert 
Mason to queen’s College, oxford with their release stamp.
¶ Besterman 909. taylor, catalogues of rare books, p. 53.

In a blue-DyeD GotHIc bInDInG From lambacH

11. BartholoMaeus, de ChaiMis. confessionale. 4 p.l., 
CXii leaves (the first a blank) [lacking at end, as is often the case, 
eight leaves which is a separate work]. gothic type, 34 lines, rubri-
cated in red throughout with chapter initials, capitals, paragraph-
marks, & initial strokes. small 4to (216 x 155 mm.), cont. blue-dyed 
goat- or sheep-skin over wooden boards (some rubbing & fading), 
sides ruled with intersecting blind fillets forming lozenges, later 
clasp & catch. nuremberg: C. Zeninger, 13 June 1482. $15,000.00
 a lovely and large copy from the Benedictine monastery at lambach 
in upper austria, with their ownership inscription on the lower paste-
down endpaper. Blue-dyed bindings of this period are extremely uncom-
mon; woad was the chief source of blue dyes in the 15th-century and its 
manufacture was complex and expensive.
 Bartholomaeus de Chaimis was a papal legate under sixtus iv and a Fran-
ciscan monk at the convent of s. Maria de angelis near Milan. this, a work on 
Christian ethics, is his only book. it was hugely popular and reprinted eleven 
times in the incunable period, predominantly in germany. it consists of a trea-
tise on confession and describes various professions and their associated sins 
including lawyers, doctors, shoemakers, goldsmiths (mentioning alchemical 
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the book is interesting for its account 
of the geology and fossils of the region, 
and also the author took a special inter-
est in the mineral wealth of the region. 
therefore, this work is principally a 
description of the various mines, quar-
ries, and caves he chanced to visit. of 
great value for reporting the state of the 
mining and metallurgy of the time.”–
schuh, mineralogy & crystallography: 
a biobibliography, 1469 to 1920, 463.
 Behrens (1662-1712), was a physi-
cian in nordhausen. the translator 
was John andree (1697/98-1785), was 
physician at the london hospital (lat-
er royal london hospital).
 Fine copy. 

on aGrIculture anD WIne, 
InFluenceD by tHe PHysIocrats

15. [CaraCCioli, louis antoine]. l’agriculture sim-
plifiée selon les regles des anciens. avec un Projet propre à la faire 
revivre, comme étant la plus profitable & la plus facile. xxxv, [1], 340, 
[3] pp. small 8vo, cont. mottled calf (head of spine a little chipped), 
red morocco lettering-piece on spine, spine gilt. paris: Bailly, 1769.  
   $950.00
 First edition of a rare work on agriculture and the production of wine, 
heavily influenced by the physiocrats. Caraccioli (1719-1803), a writer 
on various topics and an itinerant pen-for-hire, was a fervent advocate of 
necker. in this treatise, Caraccioli discusses the problems of agriculture in 
the 1760s, including the declining rural population, an excessive number 
of manufacturers, and the lack of a centralized land register. there are fre-
quent references to the agricultural practices of other nations, such as italy, 
hungary, and germany. Chapter three is devoted to maximizing the out-
put of vineyards through more sophisticated practices. the final section, 
which lays out Caraccioli’s proposals, reflects the physiocrats’ admiration 
of Chinese agrarian policies.
 a very good copy, with a few contemporary corrections. engraved 19th-
century bookplate with the initials “C: st:” on front paste-down.

FIrst teXtbook oF tecHnoloGy

13. BeCkMann, Johann. anleitung zur technologie, oder zur 
kentniss der Handwerke, Fabriken und manufacturen, vornehmlich 
derer, die mit der landwirthschaft, Polizey und cameralwissenschaft 
in nächster Verbindung stehn. nebst beyträgen zur kunstgeschichte. 
one folding engraved plate. 12 p.l., 577, [27] pp. 8vo, cont. half-vel-
lum & paste-paper boards. göttingen: vandenhoeck, 1787. $2750.00
 third edition, greatly enlarged and improved (1st ed.: 1777) of the 
first textbook of technology, a term created by its author. Beckmann (1739-
1811), taught at the university of göttingen, where an ordinary profes-
sorship of economic sciences was established for him in 1770. he lectured 
on mineralogy, agriculture, technology, materials science, commerce, and 
general public administration.
 the present book “is noteworthy for its systematic approach to the vari-
ous vocations and for its descriptions of a number of trades.”–D.s.b., i, p. 
554. Beckmann describes in great detail the processing of raw materials by 
individual industries, including dyeing, paper making, brewing, soap mak-
ing, wax bleaching, tobacco, porcelain, glass, saltpeter, gunpowder, sugar, 
and many others.
 a very fine and fresh copy. Contemporary signature on title, dated 1788. 
Modern bookplate of the “glas-kollektion” with their small and inoffen-
sive release stamp on title and embossed stamp on following leaf.
¶ poggendorff, i, 127-28. see Ferguson, i, p. 92.

tHe Harz mountaIns

14. Behrens, georg henning. the natural History of 
Hartz-Forest, in His majesty king George’s German Dominions. be-
ing a succinct account of the caverns, lakes, springs, rivers, moun-
tains, rocks, quarries, Fossiles, castles, Gardens, the famous Pagan 
Idol Pustrich or spit-Fire, Dwarf-Holes, Pits, moving Islands, Whirl-
pools, mines, several engines belonging to them; ores, the manner 
of refining them; smelting-Houses; several sorts of ovens, Hammer-
mills, Vitriol and Glass-Houses, &c. in the said Forest: With several 
useful and entertaining Physical observations. 8 p.l., 164, [12] pp. 8vo, 
19th-cent. red pebbled morocco (minor foxing), a.e.g. london: w. 
pearson for t. osborne, 1730. $2500.00
 First edition in english of Behrens’ Hercynia curiosa (1703). “very 
scarce. a personal narrative of an excursion through northern germany. 
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mIne surVeyInG In claustHal

17. (Clausthal: Mine surveying). Manuscript on 
paper on mine surveying, with 12 large & fine folding manuscript 
plates, heightened in grey, blue, pink, & yellow wash. 40 leaves (the 
final blank). small folio (332 x 210 mm.), orig. paste-paper boards 
(spine & extremities somewhat worn), uncut. [Clausthal?: ca. 1815]. 
   $6500.00
 

a fine and legible manuscript instructional manual on techniques and 
problems of mine surveying. the text is divided into five chapters: “von 
der vorbereitung zum Markscheiden” (“on preparations for measuring 
the area in which mining may be carried out”), “von Bennenung der 
gänge und klüfte” (“on the naming of seams and fissures”), “vom ob-
serviren” (“on observations”), “vom vermaß oder verbestimmung eines 
grubenfelds” (“on measuring and defining a mining claim”), and “von 
wasserfällen, wasserleitungen und tiefbau” (“on waterfalls, water con-
duits and underground mining”).
 this manuscript was probably prepared in 1815 — plate X has the entry 
“Markscheide 1.7.15“ — at the newly founded mining school at Clausthal, 
the famous mining town of the harz Mountains in lower saxony (the fine 
plates name mining locations in the area).

¶ Barbier, Dictionnaire des ouvrages anonymes, col. 83. n.B.g., vol. 8, col. 
653.

a rare eDItIon

16. CeBes, oF theBes. Das Gemälde des kebes. aus einer alten 
griechischen handschrifft. engraved vignette on title & one large 
folding engraved plate (a little frayed at inner margin). xxxx, 78 pp. 
8vo, cont. half-sheep & speckled boards (two corners a little worn, 
a little worming to covers), spine gilt. Moscow: “bey der typogra-
phischen gesellschafft,” 1785. $1350.00
 First edition of this translation, printed in Moscow, and edited anony-
mously. Cebes of thebes (ca. 430-350 B.C.e.) was a member of socrates’ 
inner circle. one of the speakers in the Phaedo of plato, he was represented 
as an earnest seeker after virtue and truth, keen in argument and cautious 
in decision. one of the dialogues that has been attributed to him is the 
Pinax or tabula, also known as the tablet of cebes. in fact, it was probably 
hellenistic, from the second or at the earliest, the first century. the tabula 
was well known in antiquity, and after the first modern publication in the 
late fifteenth century, popular in europe through the eighteenth century.
 the large and remarkable folding plate depicts all aspects of humanity, 
from sinners at the bottom to saints at the top. the charming engraved 
vignette on the title depicts samson slaying a lion.
 very good copy.
¶ Brunet, i, 1711–(erroneously giving the date as 1786). hoffmann, i, 484.
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satellites of Jupiter, the uses of the telescope, fixed stars not visible to the 
naked eye, etc.
¶ Carli & Favaro 80. Cinti 63.

tHe seconD obserVatIon oF Halley’s comet

19. kepler, Johannes. De cometis libelli tres. I. astronomic-
us . . . II. Physicus . . . III. astrologicus. two folding woodcut plates, 
three folding printed tables (plus two in duplicate), & several wood-
cuts in the text. 4 p.l., 138 pp., one blank leaf. 4to, antique 18th-centu-
ry style calf-backed boards. augsburg: typis a. apergeri, sumptibus 
s. Mylii, 1619–[20]. $35,000.00
 First edition, and a very good copy of a rare book; it contains the second 
observation of halley’s comet. in this work, kepler “discussed in detail 
the bright comets of 1607 and 1618. reflecting on the ephemeral nature 
of comets, he proposed a strictly rectilinear trajectory, which of course ap-
peared more complex because of the earth’s motion. some decades later 
edmond halley made extensive use of the observations recorded in this 
book when he showed the seventy-six year periodicity of the comet of 1607. 
the brief second section of kepler’s trilogy concerned the ‘physiology of 
comets’: they fill the ether as fish fill the sea but are dissipated by the sun’s 
light, forming the tail that points away from the sun. the final section 
treated the significations of the comets.”–D.s.b., vii, p. 302.

the most attractive plates — 
all of which contain a number 
of figures — depict mine shafts, 
mine surveying methods, carto-
graphical considerations, tech-
niques of prospecting and iden-
tification of mineral deposits, 
problems of ownership rights, 
and the constant problems of 
flooding. all the plates are fine-
ly drawn in black ink and have 
been heightened in grey, blue, 
pink, and yellow wash.

internally fine. stamp of 
georg riemschneider (1888-
1946), “oberbergrat” of Claust-
hal-Zellerfeld.

¶ Books on CoMets (arranged chronologically)

GalIleo’s FIrst rePly In HIs controVersy WItH
tHe jesuIts oVer tHe comets oF 1618

18. [galilei, galileo]. Discorso delle comete di mario Gui-
ducci fatto da lui nell’accademia Fiorentina nel suo medesimo con-
solato. woodcut device of the Medicean stars on title & two woodcut 
diagrams in the text. 2 p.l., 54 pp., one blank leaf. small 4to, late 
19th-cent. green diced morocco, arms of the house of visconti in 
gilt within a richly decorated border, spine richly gilt, a.e.g. Florence: 
p. Cecconcelli, 1619. $40,000.00
 First edition and a very fine copy. although published under the 
name of his pupil and assistant Mario guiducci (1585-1646), the pres-
ent book is actually the work of galileo (the autograph manuscript sur-
vives). it is a concealed reply to the attack of the Jesuit orazio grassi’s 
De tribus cometis, published earlier in the same year, and marks the be-
ginning of galileo’s long controversy with scheiner and the other Jesuit 
astronomers over the comet of 1618. the dispute continued for several 
years and resulted in galileo’s scientific manifesto Il saggiatore (1623) 
which contains his most important ideas on the philosophy of scientific 
investigation.
 in addition to a description of the comets of 1618, galileo discusses the 
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gebrandt und hernieder gehänget hat: Wie solcher vor etlichen jahren 
gerade umb diese Frist vom Herrn D. tackio und barth. schimpfero 
&c. zuvor verkündiget, oder prognosticiret worden: nebst einem astrol-
ogischen und cabbalistischen judicio so wohl jenes südischen, als des 
allerneuesten nordischen cometens illustriret. von Johanne richtern, 
astrophilo. large engraved vignette on title. 16 unnumbered leaves. 
small 4to, attractive modern marbled boards. leipzig: C. kirchner, 
n.d [1664 or 1665]. $3250.00
 First edition of this most uncom-
mon account of the 1664 comet, visu-
ally the most impressive of the 17th 
century. it was observed by many 
of the greatest scientists of the pe-
riod including Cassini and Borelli 
in italy, auzout and petit in France, 
hooke in england, and samuel dan-
forth in north america.
 in this work, praetorius uses the 
pseudonym of Johannes richter, “as-
trophilo.” praetorius (1630-80), “had 
an open eye and a sharp ear for all 
wonder stories, witch tales, and ac-
counts of ghosts and sorcery current 
among the people. he indefatigably collected all information on remark-
able subjects and happenings, and was fond of popular gossip.”–Faber 
du Faur, German baroque literature, pp. 199-200–(who describes related 
items but not this work). the fine and large vignette on the title depicts 
the course of the comet with the constellations in the background. prae-
torius was clearly familiar with the early and contemporary literature on 
comets and astronomy because of the many references he makes in the text. 
he describes the appearance, size, and path of the comet.
 Fine copy.
¶ lalande, p. 265. waibler, “Johannes praetorius (1630-1680). ein Barock-
autor und seine werke” in archiv für Geschichte des buchwesens (1979), 
no. 22.

22. MÜller, FrideriCh. cometologiæ libri tres De natura 
cometarum qualem elapsi 1664. anni Decemb. est enixus, & præsentis 
1665 anni Februarius extinxit . . . woodcut vignette on title & three 

 nice large copy with some uncut leaves and without the usual heavy 
browning. stamp of the “k[öniglich] k[aiserliche] universitätsbibliothek,” 
vienna, to several leaves, including versos of most tables and with the li-
brary’s duplicate or release stamp superimposed. one diagram with an old 
repair.
¶ Caspar 60. Cinti 65. Zinner 4739.

tHe comet oF 1618 DescrIbeD by a Famous HellenIst

20. sChMidt (or sChMied), erasMus. Prodromus 
conjunctionis magnae, anno 1623. futurae. Das ist, kurtzes und ein-
feltiges, doch in Gottes Wort und der astrologischen kunst gegründets 
bedencken von dem grossen cometstern, der in abgewichenem 1618. 
jahre, im novembri sich erst recht sehen lassen . . . 18 leaves. small 
4to, attractive modern marbled boards, red morocco lettering piece 
on spine. wittenberg: C. heyden, 1619. $4500.00

First edition of this rare book 
which is considered by a.D.b. to be 
the author’s most important scien-
tific work; it is a careful record of the 
third of the three bright comets of 
1618-19. schmidt (1570-1637), was 
“one of the last of the scholars of ger-
many who taught the language and 
literature of greece in the spirit of 
Melanchthon. [schmidt] was profes-
sor, first of greek, and next of Math-
ematics, at wittenberg. his principal 
work was an edition of pindar, with 
a latin translation and a careful com-
mentary (1616).”–sandys, ii, p. 272.

Fine copy.
¶ a.d.B., vol. 32, pp. 27-28. Zinner 4785.

21. [praetorius, Johannes]. meridionalis nuncius das ist 
ein Wunder-seltzamer südischer crinit- oder comet-stern, Welchen 
der allmächtige und getreue Gott im reste des 1664. jahrs nach 
christi Geburt, vom aussgange novembris biss in den Decembrem 
weit hinein, am Himmel gegen mittage, nach mitternacht in denen 
morgen-stunden, der untern Welt zur Warnung und erleuchtung, an-
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the university of wittenberg; he wrote a number of books on astronomy, 
several of which went into later editions. this is a detailed account of the 
less impressive 1665 comet which arrived only a week after the 1664 comet 
was last sighted. again, leading astronomers observed this new comet, in-
cluding hevelius, auzout, petit, Borelli, hooke, and others.
 very good copy.
¶ a.d.B., vol. 24, pp. 45-46. lalande, p. 264. poggendorff, ii, cols. 302-03.

24. trew, aBdias. Gründliche und zu erörterung vieler schweren 
Puncten in der gantzen stern- und natur-kunst dienliche besch-
reibung des jüngst zu end des jahrs 1664 und im anfang 1665 er-
schienen cometen . . . two folding engraved plates (one a little 
cropped at head). 4 p.l., 64 pp. small 4to, attractive modern paste-
paper boards. nuremberg: M. & J.F. endter, 1665. $3950.00
 First edition and scarce. trew (1597-1669), professor of mathematics 
and physics at the university of altdorf, also wrote on fortification, geom-
etry, the calendar, and on many aspects of mathematics. his main interest 
was astronomy and he established an observatory where he spent many 
years making astronomical and meteorological observations. he was a con-
servative in astronomy and wrote against Copernicus in 1636.
 this is a scientific account of the two comets of 1664 and 1665. the two 
fine engraved and folding plates depict the path of the first comet in the 
sky and astronomical principles.
 Fine copy.
¶ poggendorff, ii, 1133.

engraved plates (one folding). 3 
p.l., 50 pp. small 4to, attractive 
modern paste-paper wrappers. 
giessen: F. karger, [1665]. 
 $3500.00

First edition of this rare and ap-
pealing book. Müller is described on 
the title as a professor at the giessen 
academy. in this work, he describes 
the physical, astronomical, and as-
trological aspects of the two comets 
of 1664 and 1665; their appearance 
“prompted treatises from many im-
portant astronomers and their wide-
ly varying conclusions and theories 

underscored contemporary confusion concerning the nature of comets.”–
yeoman, comets, p. 70.
 the primitive but attractive vignette depicts a man with a telescope 
observing the sky. the three engraved plates depicts the ptolemaic, Coper-
nican, and tychonic systems.
 Fine copy.
¶ thorndike, viii, p. 95n.

23. nottnagel, Christoph. Gründlicher bericht, von dem 
biss in den Februar. dieses 1665sten jahrs, am Himmel gestandenen 

importirlichen cometen, und des-
sen vermuthlich-merckwürdigen 
bedeutung. large engraved vi-
gnette on title. two parts in one 
vol. [44] leaves. small 4to, dis-
bound (some browning due to the 
quality of the paper, several leaves 
loose). wittenberg: M. henckeln, 
[date on appendix title:] 1665.  
 $2950.00

First edition and very rare with 
the additional eight-leaf appendix. 
nottnagel (1607-66), was the highly 
regarded professor of mathematics at 
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27. [MentZer, Balthasar]. 
kurtze beschreibung Dess erschröck-
lichen cometen so im monat De-
cembr. dess 1680. jahrs erschienen, 
auff vielfältiges begehren auffge-
setzet . . . von m.b.m.P.m.P. Finely 
engraved vignette on title (inner 
portion of image slightly obscured 
by the wrapper). [4] leaves. small 
4to, modern wrappers. Frankfurt: 
1680.                                 $3000.00
 First edition of one of the earli-
est publications on the famous comet 
of 1680-81. Mentzer (1651-1727), was professor of mathematics at the 
university of giessen and later, because of his religious convictions, was 
obliged to move to hamburg where he taught at the city’s gymnasium. the 
comet was first observed on 14 november 1680 by kirch; it became quite 
bright and prominent by the end of that month. Clearly, Mentzer rushed 
his brief report of the sensational comet into print.
 very good copy. small blank portion of title and third leaf removed.
¶ kronk, cometography, i, pp. 369-73. poggendorff, ii, col. 121.

28. virling, georg saMuel. Der wackere stab des Herren 
. . . vorgestellet durch den am 18. (28.) Decembr. dieses zu end laufen-
den 1680. jahres, mit viel größerem, als erstmals; daher desto mehr 

erschrecklicherm 
schwantz oder 
schweiff, hervor-
strahlenden com-
eten. two folding 
engraved plates. [26] 
leaves. small 4to, 
modern wrappers 
(some browning 
due to the quality of 
the paper). erfurt: 
B. hempel, 1681.        

               $3250.00

26. anon. betrachtung und bedencken uber den Im monath Decemb. 
des verwichenen, und im januario dieses 1681. jahrs, erschienenen re-
cht entsetzlichen cometen, Darinnen dessen ursprung, erscheinung, 
Figur, Farbe, schweif, Höhe, Grösse sein sondebahrer lauf, Würck-
ung und bedeutung, unvorgreifflich zu ferneren nachdenken, wohl-
meinend zu buszfertigen andencken auf begehren vorgestellet worden. 
one fine folding engraved plate & one large astronomical woodcut 
illus. in the text. 19 [i.e. 31] pp. small 4to, modern wrappers. n.p.: 
1681.  $3000.00
 First edition of this rare and highly detailed anonymous observation 
of the famous comet of 1680-81. apart from its brightness, this comet is 
notable as the first to be observed using a telescope (by gottfried kirch in 
Coburg). other well-known observers included robert hooke, Flamsteed, 
newton, and John evelyn.
 the author of this work clearly had a scientific background; he provides 
very detailed descriptions of the appearance of the comet, its path, and 
significance. the fine folding plate depicts the comet’s path through the 
constellations.
 Fine copy and scarce.
¶ kronk, cometography, i, pp. 369-73.
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30. ZiMMerMann, Johann JaCoB. cometo-scopia oder 
Himmel-gemäser bericht, mit müglichstem Fleiß darstellende, beedes 
die nach der trigonometria sphaerica, astronomische calculation, 
als auch astro-theologische außdeutung deß mittem im novembri 
1680.sten jahrs entstandenen, und biß in den anfang Februarij 1681. 
erschienenen großen Wunder-sterns und cometens. nächst einem 
außführlichen catalogo aller cometen, so innerhalb 2160. jahren 
gesehen worden und allhier nach müglichst erkundigten umbstän-
den und erfolgten effectis und Würckungen eingezeichnet seynd. two 
fine folding engraved plates. [9] leaves; 20 pp., one leaf of “nota.” 
two parts in one vol. small 4to, modern wrappers. stuttgart: J.g. 
Zubrodt, [1681 (the date is given in an anagram)]. $4950.00
 First edition of this scarce 
observation of the famous 
comet of 1680-81; according to 
worldCat, we find no copy in 
north america. Zimmermann 
(1642-93), mathematician, as-
tronomer, millenarian, and 
theologian, studied theology 
at the university of tübingen 
and became a lutheran minis-
ter at Bietigheim in Baden. a 
follower of Jakob Böhme, Zim-
mermann’s millenarian views 
caused him to be removed from 
his ministry. he attracted like-
minded dissenters and in 1693 
a group of about 40 people, led 
by Zimmermann, left hamburg 
for pennsylvania. Zimmermann 
died en route, in rotterdam. 
the remainder of the group es-
tablished a religious communi-
ty near the wissahickon Creek.
 Zimmermann, in his varied 
life, was a professor of mathematics at heidelberg. he wrote several notable 
and influential books on comets and was an active observer of the 1680-81 
comet (noted by kronk, see below, on p. 372). newton mentioned Zimmer-

 First edition of an uncommon book containing observations of the fa-
mous comet of 1680-81. virling was from eisenach and very probably a 
cleric. he clearly was well-educated as this is an extremely scientific ac-
count of the comet, its path, and appearance, along with its meaning. the 
plates depicts the comet’s path through the constellations.
 apart from the browning, a fine copy.
¶ kronk, Cometography, i, pp. 369-73. James howard robinson, the great 
Comet of 1680. a study in the history of rationalism (1916), pp. 33-36.

29. voigt, Johann heinriCh. cometa matutinus & Ves-
pertinus, Der, anfangs in den Früestunden der sonnen vorgehend, 
und, hernach in den abendstunden der sonnen nachgehend, erschie-
nene, und der Gottlosen Welt zum schrecken, am Himmel strahlende 
comet-oder schwantz-stern, anno 1680. und 1681. one fine fold-
ing engraved plate. [16] leaves. small 4to, modern wrappers (minor 
browning). hamburg: g. rebenlein, [1681]. $3500.00
 First edition of this scarce observation of the famous comet of 1680-81. 
voigt (1613-91) was a mathematician, astronomer, and writer of calendars. 
he studied mathematics at erfurt and taught at stade, near hamburg. he 
observed the comets of 1664, 1665, and 1677. in this work, he provides 
a very detailed description of the appearance of the comet, its path, and 
significance. the fine folding plate depicts the comet’s path through the 
constellations.
 Fine copy and scarce.
¶ kronk, cometography, i, pp. 369-73.
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to emphasize this point in summarizing his paper before the academy. the 
result was a panic in paris based on the rumor that lalande had predicted 
the imminent destruction of the earth. even prompt publication of the entire 
paper [this book] did not completely reassure the public.”–D.s.b., vii, p. 581.
 Fine copy.
¶ lalande, pp. 536-37. yeomans, Comets, pp. 166-67.

33. le doulCet, philippe gustave, CoMte de 
pontéCoulant. a History of Halley’s comet; with an ac-
count of its return in 1835, and a chart, showing its situation in the 
Heavens. translated from the French . . . by Colonel Charles gold. 
Folding lithographed frontis. (a little foxed). [iii]-xi (lacking half-ti-
tle), 44 pp. 12mo, modern semi-stiff wrappers. london: J.w. parker, 
1835.  $950.00
 First edition in english of this quite uncommon work on halley’s 
comet which returned, as predicted, in 1835. le doulcet (1795-1874), the 
French celestial mechanician, using the methods of poisson and lagrange, 
“considered the perturbative effects of Jupiter, saturn, and uranus on com-
et halley during the interval 1682 to 1835 and the earth’s perturbative ef-
fects near the comet’s 1759 perihelion passage. his predictions for the 1835 
perihelion passage times were, successively, november 7.5, november 13.1, 
november 10.8, and finally november 12.9.”–yeomans, comets, p. 256.
 the folding lithographed frontispiece depicts the projected path of the 
comet.
 Fine copy.

* * *
In orIGInal state

34. CouloMB, Charles augustin de. théorie des 
machines simples, en ayant Égard au frottement de leurs parties et a la 
roideur des cordages . . . nouvelle Édition, a laquelle on a ajouté les 
mémoires du même auteur, 1. sur les frottement de la pointe des piv-
ots; 2. sur la force de torsion et sur l’élasticité des fils de métal; 3. sur la 
force des hommes, ou les quantités d’action qu’ils peuvent fournir; 4. 
sur l’effet des moulins à vent et la figure de leurs ailes; 5. sur les murs 
de revêtemen et l’équilibre des voûtes. ten folding engraved plates. viii, 
368 pp. large 4to, orig. paste-paper wrappers (a bit frayed), printed 
paper label on spine, uncut. paris: Bachelier, 1821. $3500.00

man in the first edition of the Principia as an observer of this comet.
 the first plate depicts the comet’s path. the early chapters deal with 
the comet’s movements through the heavens, and this is followed by a se-
ries of careful computations as to its exact positions at different moments 
in its progress.
 Fine copy and scarce.
¶ kronk, Cometography, i, pp. 369-73. poggendorff, ii, col. 1411.

31. [Maupertuis, pierre louis Moreau de]. 
lettre sur la cométe. engraved frontis. & woodcut device on title. 5 p.l. 
(incl. frontis.), 111 pp. 12mo, cont. mottled calf (joints repaired & a bit 
worn), spine gilt, red morocco lettering piece. [paris]: 1742. $1950.00
 First edition. the book was written in response to the Marquise du 
Châtelet’s request to further her studies in the sciences and newtonian 
philosophy.
 Maupertuis “devoted most of the book to a clear summary of the current 
state of knowledge about comets, including an overview of the dynamics of 
the newtonian solar system and halley’s heroic calculations of cometary 
orbits. it evolved into a set piece on the analytical power of newtonian 
cosmology. along the way, the extremely elliptical orbits of comets under-
mined any cosmology built on swirling vortices carrying planets around 
the sun . . . Maupertuis’s choice of style and genre for his discussion of 
comets once again enabled him to make a splash on the literary science.”–
terrall, the man Who Flattened the earth. maupertuis and the sciences in 
the enlightenment, pp. 193-95.
 very good copy.

tHe enD oF tHe WorlD

32. lalande, Joseph-JérôMe leFrançais de. 
réflexions sur les comètes qui peuvent approcher de la terre. one en-
graved plate & one woodcut head-piece vignette. 40 pp. 8vo, attrac-
tive modern marbled boards, red morocco lettering piece on spine. 
paris: gibert, 1773. $1750.00
 First edition of this famous book which caused a panic in paris before 
it was published. lalande “caused another stir in 1773, when he discussed 
the possibility of a collision between the earth and a comet. his work on 
the perturbation of comets by the planets indicated that the orbit of a comet 
might be altered enough to make a collision with the earth possible. he real-
ized that the likelihood of such a collision was extremely slight, but he failed 
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First collected edition and quite scarce on the market. “Coulomb’s collected 
memoirs on mechanics. the first of these deals with simple machines and 
won the academy prize of 1779. the second is a study of friction at pivots, 
and the third deals with torsion and the elasticity of metal wire. in the 
fourth memoir Coulomb discusses man’s ability to perform work, quoting 
daniel Bernoulli and d’alembert. the fifth memoir is devoted to wind-
mills and the force of their wings, while the last is his famous memoir, ‘sur 
une application des règles de maximis et minimis à quelques problèmes 
de statique relatif à l’architecture’ (1773).”–roberts & trent, bibliotheca 
mechanica, pp. 82-83.
 Fine copy in original state. From the library of Marchese giulio stanga 
Carlo trecco (please see item 1).
¶ d.s.B., iii, pp. 439-46.

a masqueraDe ParaDe In bamberG

35. [durst von wengen, gottFried]. From the 
lithographed upper cover: [Vorläufer zum ersten theresienvolksfeste 
in bamberg oder] Die öffentlich maskerade in bamberg am Fastnacht-
montage 1833. In kolorirten abbildung dargestellt von G.D. v. W. 
1te–[2te] lieferung. 28 finely colored lithographed plates (11 double-
page), all mounted on stubs. 4to, cont. cloth over boards, with the 
upper wrapper of the first “lieferung” mounted. Bamberg: verlag 
der drausnick’sche Buch und kunsthandlung, [1833]. $7500.00
 this rare and complete series of handsome lithographed plates, all with 
fine original coloring, depicts the public masquerade, a sort of “prequel” 
held just before Bamberg’s First theresia Festival in 1833. published in two 
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cordingly, a 48-member “general-Comité” was formed for the handling of 
the festivities. preparations went on for months and months. 8 July 1833 
— the queen’s birthday — was to be the climax of the festival.
 the organizers wrote a letter to the queen: “would your Majesty be so 
kind as to graciously place the Bamberg festival under your royal protec-
tion, and by allowing it to begin on your Majesty’s birthday and to let it be 
named the Bamberg theresia Festival, and the meadow on which it is held 
theresienwiese (therese Meadow), creating an everlasting reminder of its 
origin and purpose.” this request was graciously accepted by the Crown. 
 our album records the public masquerade parade held just before the 
main celebrations began and which continued for five days (more parades, 
open-air plays, shooting competitions, fireworks, etc.).
 in very good condition, from the collection of dr. anton strähuber. one 
or two of the lithographs have minor staining. the upper wrapper of the 
first part — here pasted on the upper cover — has had part of the title cut 
away (the section in brackets). this is a rare book. the digitized copy at 
Bamberg lacks plate 4 (it has a duplicate of plate 7).

tHe FIrst FrencH scHolar oF cHInese

36. FourMont, étienne. catalogue des ouvrages de mon-
sieur Fourmont l’ainé, Professeur en langue arabe au college royal 
de France, associé de l’académie royale des Inscriptions & belles-
lettres, Interprête, & sou-bibliothequaire du roy &c. 18 p.l., 123 pp. 
8vo, cont. marbled wrappers (minor browning). amsterdam: 1731.  
   $7500.00
 First edition of a very uncommon book. Fourmont (1683-1745), “was 
the first scholar in France to deal with Chinese matters. he started his 
career in the académie des inscriptions et Belles-lettres as a hebraist and 
had written several small books on hebrew matters, but he left this disci-
pline and turned to Chinese in 1711. at that time he met a young French-
speaking Chinese man by the name of arcadio huang [(1679-1716),] in 
the Bibliothèque nationale; huang was the only Chinese-speaking person 
in France. Fourmont seized the opportunity to be introduced to Chinese, 
a language hitherto completely unknown in France. For the rest of his life 
he laboured with this language. arcadio huang taught him the pronuncia-
tion of Chinese syllables, and quite particularly, he introduced him to the 
214 radicals.”-from the preface of knud lundbaek in Cécile leung, etienne 
Fourmont (1683-1745) oriental and chinese languages in eighteenth-
century France (2002).

installments they show a harlequin; the commander of the krähwinklers 
(rubes, country bumpkins, small-town philistines, squares, stiffs, inhabit-
ants of “dullsville”); a child’s baptism; the tailor Cockatoo, rumelpuff, the 
Fake Catalani, and staberl (these are all figures from contemporary comic 
opera); the Bridesmaid from [weber’s] “der Freischütz”; an old haggling 
Jew; an elegantly dressed French lady; a burly tyrolean; a grand carriage 
with a brass band; a knight in shiny armor; etc.; etc.
note: in June 1830, Bavarian king ludwig i and his queen therese had 
paid their first visit to Bamberg. the good burghers of that city decided 
this visit should be the subject of an annual commemoration, as was the 
custom at that time, to demonstrate the city’s allegiance to the Crown. ac-
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says and books to great acclaim, including a very successful translation 
of Burke’s reflections on the revolution in France. aware of his significant 
influence, the British even paid gentz for works antagonistic to the French 
cause or laudatory of Britain’s political and economic systems. Following 
his divorce and move to vienna, he met and collaborated with klemens 
von Metternich, and together they crafted the underpinnings of modern 
european conservatism, beginning with the Congress of vienna, where 
gentz served as secretary of the austrian delegation.
 in this work “gentz’s whole conception of the revolution had devel-
oped in a direction that was strikingly similar to that of Burke . . . he came 
to condemn it utterly, in this guise, as a species of corruption of the human 
spirit. More precisely, the revolution came to signify to gentz the eruption 
of the wildest form of anarchy and chaos into social life, the making abso-
lute of that which was necessarily and inherently limited, namely personal 
freedom.”–Murray Forsyth, “the old european states-system: gentz ver-
sus hauterive,” the Historical journal, vol. 23, no. 3 (sept. 1980), p. 524.
 a fine copy of a pivotal work in the development of european conserva-
tive thought. 
¶ a.d.B., vol. 8, p. 577-93. n.B.g., vol. 19, cols. 953-57.

 Because of his ability to read hebrew, arabic, syriac, and persian, Four-
mont had been appointed by Jean paul Bignon as under-librarian of the 
oriental section of the library. By the time of his appointment, there were 
considerable holdings of Chinese printed books, thanks to the gifts of vari-
ous Jesuit missionaries and bulk purchases from the Foreign Missions of 
paris. Fourmont worked with huang in making an inventory of the 1000 
or so Chinese books in the royal library. Fourmont was also charged in 
making lists of desiderata which were sent to missionaries in China, india, 
and siam, requesting them to buy the books on the lists. 
 he wrote two large books on the Chinese language: the meditationes 
sinicae (1737), a history of Chinese studies in the west and with a list of 
methods of identifying characters, the ordering system of Chinese diction-
aries, and a basic grammar. the other was linguae sinarum mandarinicae 
Hieroglyphicae grammatica duplex (1742) which sets forth the syntactic 
rules and functions of different parts of speech in Chinese.
 Fourmont’s greatest feat was having 80,000 fine Chinese characters en-
graved in paris for his many proposed dictionaries. these engraved charac-
ters are today at the Bibliothèque nationale.
 this work is primarily a auto-bibliography of works, published, unpub-
lished, and projected, by Fourmont, these include papers read before the 
académie; works on the origins of languages; essays on the hebrew, ara-
bic, Chinese languages; his projected dictionaries of Chinese; and a long 
account of how the Chinese collections in the royal library were built, 
his cataloguing of the collection, and the massive project of engraving the 
Chinese typefaces.
 very good copy.
¶ n.B.g., vol. 18, cols. 354-65.

“InDIsPutably one oF Gentz’s best Works”–a.D.b.

37. gentZ, FriedriCh von. ueber den ursprung und cha-
rakter des krieges gegen die französische revoluzion. 1 p.l., 333 pp. 8vo, 
cont. marbled half-calf & marbled boards (corners slightly rounded), 
spine ornately gilt, red morocco lettering-piece on spine. Berlin: h. 
Frölich, 1801. $2500.00
 First edition and an attractive copy of this important conservative 
analysis of the French revolution and the resulting disruptions through-
out europe. gentz (1764-1832), a prolific author and zealous critic of the 
revolution and napoleon, studied under kant in königsberg. during his 
years as a lower-level government official in Berlin, he wrote several es-
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incalculable influence both in Britain and across the world. the exhibits, 
which ranged from heavy machinery to designs for jewelry, were divided 
into thirty categories, and prizes were awarded for excellence. this book 
contains the reports of the juries set up to distribute the prizes. these 
reports were extremely detailed, often written by people who were great 
authorities in their field, and they encapsulate the state of industry in the 
mid-19th century.
 a fine and bright copy, preserved in the original slipcase.
¶ Printing and the mind of man 331.

tHe GeoloGy oF tHe Harz mountaIns

38. gleiM, Johann Bernhard. reise nach dem brocken, 
der baumannshöhle, der bielshöhle und der rosstrappe. vi, 122 pp. 
8vo, cont. marbled half-sheep & marbled boards, flat spine gilt, red 
morocco lettering piece on spine. quedlinburg: F.J. ernst, 1816.  
   $1750.00
 First edition of a most uncommon book: worldCat lists only one copy 
in north america. gleim was the nephew of the enlightenment poet Jo-
hann wilhelm ludwig gleim (1719-1803). this is an account of some of 
the most remarkable geological features of the harz Mountains in north-
ern germany, one of the mining centers of that country for more than 1000 
years. gleim describes his ascent of the Brocken, the highest peak in the 
harz mountain range. this mountain has always played a role in german 
legends, several of which were used by goethe in his Faust. Following his 
descent, gleim gives an account of the mining operations, smelting activi-
ties, and steel works in Clausthal and Zellerfeld.
 gleim also visited the Baumannshöhle, the famous cave which was pro-
tected from vandals by rudolph augustus, duke of Brunswick-lüneburg 
and is considered to be the first legally protected natural monument in 
germany. goethe visited this cave several times. 
 gleim also gives a description of his ascent of the rosstrappe, again the 
subject of several german legends.
 Fine and handsome copy with the bookplate and stamp on the free 
front endpaper of the “hoch- und deutschmeisterische Bibliothek” in 
eulenberg (today’s sovinec in the northern Moravian part of the Czech 
republic).

tHe FIrst WorlD FaIr

39. great eXhiBition, london. exhibition of the Works 
of Industry of all nations, 1851. reports of the juries on the subjects 
in the thirty classes into which the exhibition was divided. Presenta-
tion copy. three chromolithographic plates of textiles. 3 p.l., cxx, 
867, [1], 15, [1] pp. thick large 8vo, orig. red cloth, stamped in gilt & 
blind, a.e.g., orig. slipcase. london: printed for the royal Commis-
sion by w. Clowes & sons, 1852. $2250.00
 First edition, “presentation Copy.” the great exhibition of 1851 
was the world’s first international exhibition of all aspects of technol-
ogy. not only was it a piece of unabashed flag-waving for Britain, then 
pre-eminent in industrial production, but its enormous success had an 
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43. (hauser, kaspar). kaspar Hauser oder die richtige enthül-
lung der Geheimnisse über Hausers Herkunft, die ursache seiner ein-
sperrung . . . herausgegeben von W.c. Gr. v. a. [Caroline, gräfin von 
albersdorf]. iv, 99 pp.; vi, 125 pp. two vols. 8vo, cont. marbled boards 
(orig. printed wrappers bound in vol. ii), green leather lettering 
pieces on spines. Munich: e.a. Fleischmann, 1839. $950.00
 second edition, “vermehrte und verbesserte” (1st ed.: 1837). Caroline, 
Countess of albersdorf, born lady graham, lived in nuremberg and mis-
trusted the reasons for lord stanhope’s intense interest in kaspar hauser. 
although the Countess changed her opinion several times regarding the 
probable origins of hauser, she maintained a constant interest in his wel-
fare. the present work is one of the most detailed early accounts of haus-
er’s life and death. her distrust of stanhope never changed and she was 
quite outspoken about it here.
 Fine set. Bookplate of dr. hans peitler, dated 1919.

* * *
a remarkable PHotoGraPH WItH an

equally remarkable ProVenance

44. hersChel, sir John FrederiCk williaM. 
the Forty-Foot telescope at slough. Photographed by sir john F.W. 
Herschel [photographed 9 september 1839; this print made in] au-
gust 1890. Circular silver photographic print, 92 mm. in diameter, 
mounted on paper incorporating a printed title and descriptive let-
terpress dated august 1890 with the signatures of two of herschel’s 
sons, mounted on card. some small areas of abrasions to the paper 
surface. in the original frame, by ryman & Co. of oxford, made from 
the rungs of the ladder to the telescope. with a fragment of an origi-
nal (?) printed descriptive notice on the back. $25,000.00
 this is the earliest photograph of a scientific instrument and the first 
photograph deliberately taken to record an object prior to its disappearance 
(the earliest “record” photograph). it is also the earliest surviving photo-
graph taken on glass and sir John herschel’s only surviving camera image.
 this example is the herschel family copy, by direct descent from sir 
John F.w. herschel through his daughter amelia and her husband sir 
thomas wade.
 although some images had previously been made on light-sensitive 
paper, this image was made in the first year of photography as we know 

¶ the enigMa oF kaspar hauser
My introduction to the story of kaspar hauser was through werner herzog’s 
then-newly released ”Jeder für sich und gott gegen alle” [“the enigma of kas-
par hauser”] in 1974. the story and the performance of Bruno s. in the title 
role moved me deeply and it has always remained one of my favorite movies by 
herzog. kaspar hauser’s life remains a mystery. here are four books about him:

40. (hauser, kaspar). kaspar Hauser der ehrliche Findling als 
Widerlegung der Polizeyrath merker’schen schrift: “kaspar Hauser, 
nicht unwahrscheinlich ein betrüger.” By rudolph giehrl. engraved 
frontis. port. of hauser. vi, 73, [1] pp. small 8vo, orig. printed wrappers 
(a little frayed, some foxing). nürnberg: g. eichhorn, 1830. $650.00
 First edition and rare. in this work, giehrl, a city official of nuremberg, 
refutes the police report by officer Merker who considered hauser an im-
postor (although Merker had never seen hauser).
 very good copy preserved in a box.

41. (hauser, kaspar). kaspar Hauser. beispiel einen Verbrech-
ens am seelenleben des menschen. By anselm, ritter von Feuerbach. 
engraved frontis. port. of hauser (a little foxed). 3 p.l., 151 pp. 8vo, 
later green wrappers with large portions of the orig. wrappers pasted 
on. anbach: J.M. dollfuss, 1832. $950.00
  First edition of the first critical summary of the ascertained details of 
kaspar hauser’s life. Feuerbach (1775-1833), one of the major legal schol-
ars of germany, was instrumental in the reform of the Bavarian penal code.
 very good copy and rare.

tHe autoPsy oF kasPar Hauser

42. (hauser, kaspar). “kaspar hauser’s verwundung, 
krankheit und leichenöffnung.” By dr. Friedrich wilhelm heiden-
reich. 35 pp. 8vo, modern wrappers. Berlin: g. reimer, 1834. $950.00
 First separate edition, an offprint with new pagination from von gräfe 
and von walther’s journal für chirurgie und augenheilkunde (vol. XXi). 
heidenreich (1798-1857), a doctor at ansbach, was the presiding physi-
cian during the autopsy of kaspar hauser following his mysterious death 
in december of 1833.
 in this work, heidenreich provides a description of hauser’s wounds, 
his final days, and the autopsy itself.
 Fine copy preserved in a box.
¶ hirsch, iii, pp. 124-25.
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it, i.e. using the negative/positive process. on 22 January, herschel heard 
about daguerre’s experiments. on 30 January, the second day of his pho-
tographic researches, herschel made the first of several images of his fa-
ther’s 40-foot telescope using a dollond telescope lens. these images were 
the first “negatives” (as he called them), and herschel’s only photographic 
subject. he fixed these images on paper with his method of using sodium 
thiosulphate, or “hypo,” which came to be recognized as the most useful of 
all the chemicals proposed as the fixer for silver-based photographic im-
ages. a few prints or “positives” were made from the negatives at the time, 
and none survive today. on 1st February he was visited by william henry 
Fox talbot who was shown a picture of the telescope, “freshly made.”
 in the following months, herschel began to use glass, in order to elim-
inate the organic substances contained in paper and for the sake of im-
proved transparency.
 the earliest surviving photograph on glass is herschel’s image of his 
father’s famous 40-foot telescope at slough, taken on 9 september 1839. By 
1890, no original prints of this image were known and so 25 copies were 
made by projection from the best of the original negatives which had been 
on exhibition in the science Museum, the photographic work being done 
by sir John herschel’s eldest son sir william J. herschel (1833–1917), 
himself a pioneer of color photography. the present copy is one of those 25, 
and is signed on the mount by two of herschel’s sons including sir wil-
liam. it has been kept in the herschel family ever since. the negative, now 
faded almost beyond recognition, is also preserved in the science Museum.
 the 40-foot telescope was constructed by william herschel (1738–
1822) on the grounds of his house in slough, and completed in 1789. it 
was the largest of a succession of important instruments that herschel 
himself made. the massive reflecting telescope weighed over a ton, and 
became a much-visited wonder of the age. it was the largest telescope in 
the world for some fifty years, and the two 4-foot mirrors made for it were 
also the largest in the world. By 1839 the frame was becoming unsafe so in 
december of that year it was dismantled, but not before william’s son sir 
John herschel had taken this image of it. the frame of this copy was made 
from the rungs of the ladder that went up to the telescope.
 a most remarkable survival.
¶ gernsheim, the history of photography, pp. 95-“herschel’s photograph-
ic researches are concentrated within the first few years after the discov-
ery of photography, and the genius and energy which he displayed were 
overwhelming. For him, it would have been an easy matter to invent a 
photographic process earlier had he felt, like niépce, any urge to do so, or 
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this work served as the founda-
tion for his 1862 prize-winning es-
say “des crises commerciales et de 
leur retour périodique en France, en 
angleterre et aux états-unis.”
 Fine copy in original state, spo-
radic but inoffensive foxing.
¶ p. schumpeter, history of eco-
nomic analysis, pp. 1123-24–“a 
man who was a physician by train-
ing, but must be ranked, as to talent 
and command of scientific method, 
among the greatest economists of 
all times, Clément Juglar.”

tHe FIrst DescrIPtIon oF rollInG mIlls

48. koenig, Carl hindriCh. Inledning til mecaniken och 
bygnings-konsten, sämte en beskrifning öfwer åtskillige af Framledne 
commerce-rådet och commendeuren af . . . Hr. Polhem opfundne 
machiner. large engraved vignette on title & another at the head 
of the first leaf of part ii and 30 fine folding engraved plates (num-
bered i–XXviii plus Xv* & a second plate numbered Xvi). 184 pp. 
4 p.l., 183, [1] pp. small 4to, cont. speckled sheep, contrasting vellum 
lettering piece on spine. stockholm: tryckt af p.J. nyström, 1752.  
   $6500.00
 First edition and very rare; worldCat locates only one copy in north 
america. this Introduction to the mechanics and the art of construction, 
including a Description of several of the machines invented by the late . . . 
mr. Polhem is the best early treatise on the mechanical and industrial pro-
cesses devised by Christopher polhem (1661-1751), the “father of swedish 
technology.” he built a remarkable factory for iron and other metal prod-
ucts at stjaernsund in 1704, producing a wide array of iron and steel prod-
ucts for industry, agriculture, and general consumption. the manufactory 
used division of labor, hoists, and conveyor belts to minimize manual la-
bor, anticipating the mass-production techniques later adopted in america 
and england. his “alphabet” of machine components enabled him to build 
every conceivable machine and demonstrated the basic elements used by 
later machine builders. his rolls mills were an advance over contemporary 
methods of metal-working.

had he believed that it would facilitate his work, as daguerre and talbot 
and reade did. as far back as 1819 herschel discovered the property of the 
hyposulphites as solvents for silver salts, whereas ignorance of this fact 
had proved the stumbling-block to other investigators in photography for 
a long time. herschel’s scientific knowledge was indeed so great that on 
merely receiving a note, on 22 January 1839, from Captain (later admi-
ral) Beaufort telling him the bare fact of daguerre’s discovery, ‘a variety 
of processes at once presented themselves,’ and only a week later herschel 
succeeded in producing his first photograph.”

VertIGo

45. herZ, MarCus. Versuch über den schwindel. xliv, 292 pp. 8vo, 
cont. boards (corners a little worn). Berlin: C.F. voss & son, 1786.  
   $1500.00
 First edition of this scarce book by the Jewish physician, philosopher, 
and scientist Marcus herz (1747-1803). reputed to be one of the best doc-
tors of his time, he was the first, according to hirsch, to offer lectures in 
experimental physics in Berlin. these lectures, first offered in 1776, were 
extremely popular and attracted all the leading residents of Berlin includ-
ing members of the royal family, among them the future Frederick wil-
liam iii.
 the present work is concerned with the various types of vertigo, their 
symptoms, and treatments. Clearly, some case histories describe epilepsy 
(sometimes physicians did not know whether to classify the case as one or 
the other).
 very good copy.
¶ a.d.B., 12, pp. 260-62. hirsch, iii, pp. 195-96–“ein seinerzeit viel 
genanntes Buch.”

tHe tHeory oF busIness cycles

47. Juglar, CléMent. “des Crises commerciales, Considérées 
dans leurs rapports avec le Mouvement des escomptes de la Banque, 
le développement de la population, des importations et des expor-
tations, et le prix moyen des Céréales” [in]: annuaire de l’economie 
Politique et de la statistique pour 1856, par MM. Mce Block et guil-
laumin. treizième année. viii, 612 pp. 12mo, orig. yellow printed 
paper wrappers (extremities a trifle worn), uncut. paris: guillaumin 
& Cie, 1856. $1500.00
 the first appearance of Juglar’s (1819-1905) seminal article on pages 
555-81 regarding the theory of economic downturns and business cycles. 
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Verlag von j.s. Hochwind, ges. v. Gustav kraus; from the lithographed 
leaf of contents: kurzgefasste beschreibung des oktoberfestzüges vom 
Isar-kreis, zur Feyer der jubel-ehe Ihrer majestäten des königs lud-
wig und der königin therese, am 4ten october 1835 in münchen. Cal-
ligraphic lithographed upper wrapper, lithographed leaf of table of 
contents, printed on both sides (a little foxed), & 24 finely colored 
lithographed plates. oblong folio (400 x 490 mm.), cont. half-sheep 
(spine & corners with some wear). [Munich]: J.s. hochwind, [1836].

[bound with]:
 —. From legend at foot of second plate: Festspiele der octoberfeste 

1835 und 1836, welche unter der leitung d. turnlehrer Gruber aus-
geführt wurden. two folding & finely colored lithographed plates. 
[Munich: ca. 1836].  $27,500.00
 First editions of two important and rare works by the prominent artist 
and lithographer of Munich, gustave kraus (1804-52). his preferred me-
dium was lithography and his favorite subjects were public occasions such 
as processions, parades, and ceremonies as well as landscapes of the region 
and public buildings. the lithographic work of kraus is ranked amongst 
the finest of its time.

i. this is an extremely rare festival book, depicting the famous Munich ok-
toberfest in the early years of the 19th century. “the 1835 oktoberfest parade 
with its 24 lithographs is one of gustav kraus’ finest pieces of work . . . he 
first sketched the compositions in pencil and ink before filling them in with 
watercolors, checking them in situ before transferring them . . . to stone. thus, 
his lithographs are not only an absolutely reliable document of the splendid 
parade, but also an invaluable source for the history of Bavarian costume and 
tradition.”–(in trans.)–Christine pressler, Gustav kraus 1804-1852.
 the series, published in four installments and here bound together, 
shows the 80 floats, each drawn by several pairs of horses, on which the 
various municipalities of the isar district display typical scenes and tab-
leaux vivants representing agriculture, animal husbandry, trades, and cus-
toms. the plates are numbered 1-22; plates 23 and 24 are unnumbered (in 
lipperheide’s copy, plates 13, 18, 20, 23 and 24 are unnumbered).

ii. two folding leaves (500 x 425 mm.), each with six colored lithographed 
images by kraus. the images were printed on these large sheets and one 
still shows the register marks indicating they were to be cut up and mount-
ed on board as souvenirs. the images depict the entry of the baker’s and 
wagoner’s apprentices, some wrestlers, javelin throwing, stone slinging, 

 

polhem published his Patriotiska testamente in 1761; it gives the first de-
scription of rolling mills and other methods of iron-working, but had only 
a few text diagrams. in our work, the last part (pp. 155-end) gives an expla-
nation of many of polhem’s machines, which are illustrated on 23 of the 
30 plates (nos. 6-28). the balance of the work describes other industrial 
developments in sweden in the first half of the 18th century.
 “these new techniques of production exerted an important influence 
in sweden and elsewhere. they represent the highest level of accomplish-
ment of an iron industry based on charcoal and dependent for primary 
power on water-wheels and horse-driven gins . . . the general understand-
ing of the use of rolls was not new, but polhem was doing many new 
things with them: partly because of his more vivid vision of the advantages 
of a less direct process of production, partly because his versatility as an 
engineer made it possible for him to achieve new results by better meth-
ods of machine construction . . . polhem’s work provides a fresh standard 
for measuring the technical accomplishment of the first generation of the 
eighteenth century.”–singer et al, a History of technology, iii, pp. 342–343.
 Fine fresh copy. small tear to third plate, carefully repaired on verso at 
an early date, with no loss of image.
¶ see also item 61 

munIcH’s “oktoberFest”

49. [kraus, gustav wilhelM, artist]. From the upper 
lithographed wrapper: Festzug zur Feyer der jubel ehe . . . des königs 
ludwig und der königen therese zu munchen am 4ten october 1835. 
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of püttrich abbey (bittrich Voll deß 
Himmlischen manna . . . ), pub-
lished at Munich by Johann lucas 
straub in 1721, includes an account 
of her life (pp. 27-59) that is probably 
based on a earlier text and focuses on 
her monastic life.
 the period leading up to kuni-
gunde’s marriage to duke albrecht, 
thoroughly discussed in our manu-
script, is hardly touched on in the 
püttrich abbey text, as may be ex-
pected. however, the second part of 
our text has a number of close par-
allels to the abbey chronicle, espe-
cially regarding kunigunde’s join-
ing the abbey after her husband’s 
death, her piety, her daily monastic 
routine, her simple clothing and 
lifestyle, her donations to the abbey and to the emperor Maximilian’s en-
dowments, and, finally, her illness and death. the interdependence of our 
manuscript and the püttrich abbey chronicle is suggested by the inclusion 
of identical phrases in several instances. however, more extensive literal 
conformity is found only in quotes from original sources, such as a letter 
written by the young duchess to mother superior Clara loder.
 portions of our manuscript — for instance in the initial remarks on the 
character and the education of our protagonist — correspond word for word 
with a 1793 augsburg publication entitled Geschichte des erbaulichen leb-
ens der Prinzessin ludovika maria von Frankreich, a life of princess louise-
Marie of France. the author of this biography of king louis Xv’s youngest 
daughter has been identified as the monarchist liévin Bonaventure proy-
art (1743-1808). the anonymous german translator describes himself as “a 
Barefoot Carmelite of the Bavarian province.” we cannot be sure if the au-
thor of our manuscript based his account on the augsburg text. perhaps he 
and proyart’s translator are actually identical. in any case, the execution of 
our manuscript, dated 1796, was carried out at a time in which the survival 
of religious institutions such as püttrich abbey was in jeopardy. in 1802, püt-
trich abbey itself was dissolved in the wake of Bavarian secularization. we 
can therefore assume that our biography of kunigunde of austria, whose 
pious and godly life had brought honor to püttrich, was meant to counter-

and a final group forming a human pyramid.
 the tradition of oktoberfest celebrations and parades began in 1810 
when the future ludwig i of Bavaria married princess therese of saxe-
hildburghausen. the citizens of Munich were invited to attend the fes-
tivities held on the fields in front of the city gates to celebrate the happy 
royal event. horse races in the presence of the royal family marked the 
close of the event that was celebrated as a festival for the whole of Bavaria. 
the decision to repeat the horse races in subsequent years gave rise to the 
tradition of the oktoberfest. the festival was eventually prolonged and 
moved ahead to september to allow for better weather conditions. in 1811, 
an agricultural show was added to promote Bavarian agriculture.
 Fine and complete copies with splendid original coloring. From the col-
lection of dr. anton strähuber.
¶ For kraus, see the “Bayerische landesbibliothek online” website. i. 
pressler, pp. 385-408. ii. pressler 411 & 412.

From DucHess to nun

50. (kunigunde oF austria). Manuscript on paper enti-
tled “lebens-geschichte der durchlauchtigsten Fürstinn und Frau 
Frau Cunigundis herzoginn in Bayrn.” 19 leaves, written in a neat 
& legible hand. small folio (305 x 190 mm.), orig. green paste-paper 
boards (upper cover detached, some light staining). [probably Mu-
nich]: 1796. $4950.00
 a most interesting and apparently unpublished manuscript of a biogra-
phy of kunigunde of austria (1465-1520), sister of emperor Maximilian 
i and wife of duke albrecht iv of Bavaria, written in a neat german cur-
sive script. the individual chapters are headed “kunigunde’s birth and up-
bringing,” “kunigunde’s betrothal,” “of our kunigunde’s special virtues,” 
“kunigunde’s generosity towards her abbey and the poor sisters,” “the 
roman emperor Maximilian i visits kunigunde his dear sister in püttrich 
abbey,” and “kunigunde’s pious death.” the final leaf contains a postscript 
with notes on the ancestors and siblings of duke albrecht iv.
 kunigunde grew up in an educated and open environment at the austri-
an court at graz, where she learned to read and write and, more remarkably, 
received instruction in astronomy, mathematics, riding, and hunting.
 there are several sources for the life of kunigunde. For her life before 
marriage, there is an apparently contemporary biography published by the 
viennese Jesuit Joseph Benedikt heyrenbach in 1778. there is mention of 
kunigunde in a number of Bavarian chronicles. an anonymous description 
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demanded by her own ideal of womanly stoicism to an existence of genteel 
poverty and social marginalization.”–wellbery, a new History of German 
literature (harvard u.p.), p. 370.
 nice set. the charming title-page vignette depicts the author in front of 
shelves of books at her writing desk.
¶ goedeke, iv/1, 593, 19.

unPublIsHeD WorkInG manuscrIPt; “eGyPtomanIa”

53. lenoir, aleXandre. unpublished working manuscript, 
written on rectos only, with numerous additions and corrections, 
entitled: “essai sur l’histoire des arts en egypte pouvant servir 
d’appendice au grand ouvrage de la Commission.” lithographed 
frontispiece of lenoir by lasteyrie in vol. i. vol. i: 1–99 leaves; vol. 
ii: 98–279 leaves; vol. iii: 278bis–328 leaves; vol. iv: 1–168 leaves; 
vol. v: 169–253 leaves. Five vols. small folio (ca. 335 x 220 mm.), 
vols. i-iv disbound, vol. v in cont. cloth-backed paste-paper boards 
(extremities worn). paris: ca. 1830. $125,000.00
 a remarkable discovery: the unpublished working manuscript, with 
numerous corrections and additions, of alexandre lenoir (1761-1839), the 
controversial director of the revolutionary Musée des Monuments Fran-
çais, antiquary, and critic. this manuscript remains unstudied in its en-
tirety. while the manuscript was clearly prepared to be sent to the printer, 

act the efforts of the enlightened Bavarian government, especially since the 
duchess was related to Bavaria’s ruling wittelsbach dynasty by marriage.
 in fine condition.
¶ a summary of the source material is provided by karina graf in her 
Mannheim thesis of 2000, kunigunde, erzherzogin von Österreich und Her-
zogin von bayern-münchen (1465-1520). eine Biographie, pp. 4-8.

51. [la roChe, sophie von]. meine reise im Wonne u. 
brach mond. engraved frontis. & engraved title. 642 pp., one leaf 
of errata. small 8vo, cont. half-sheep & marbled boards, spine gilt, 
orange leather lettering piece on spine. Berlin: e. Felisch, 1796.  
   $2000.00
 First edition and rare. la roche (1730-1807), was the first financially 
independent professional writer in germany and her books were very in-
fluential. in 1783-84, she published one of the few significant early journals 
for women, the Pomona für teutschlands töchter. through her daughter 
Maximiliane, she became the grandmother of Bettina von arnim and Cle-
mens Brentano.
 la roche wrote many travel books; no other german woman of the 
time had seen more countries and talked to more important people than 
she. the accounts of her trips throughout western europe were modelled 
after lawrence sterne’s sentimental journey. the present book is her ac-
count of travels in 1792 through saxony from potsdam to dresden, and es-
pecially the harz Mountains. she gives invaluable accounts of the customs 
of the region, the artisans, gardens, landscapes, caves, cultural activities, 
the great cities and the little villages, etc.
 Fine copy printed on pale blue paper.
 

52. la roChe, sophie von. mein schreibetisch. engraved 
frontis. & engraved title with a vignette of the author in vol. i. 384, 
[4] pp.; 1 p.l., 470 pp. two vols. small 8vo, vol. i in cont. marbled 
half-sheep & marbled boards, flat spine gilt, orange leather lettering 
piece on spine; vol. ii in a rather fine pastiche binding matching 
vol. i. leipzig: h. gräff, 1799. $2250.00
 First edition and scarce. “a late work like mein schreibetisch (1799; my 
Writing Desk) shows la roche recycling her own observations and com-
positions, along with favorite quotes from other writers, lists, scribbled 
reading notes, and even recipes. at the same time, the book offers the self-
portrait of a woman trying to summon the grace, gratitude, and dignity 
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lenoir clearly could not let it go before making many hundreds, if not 
thousands, of additions, deletions, corrections, etc., adding numerous slips 
and sheets of additional text.
 lenoir envisioned this work as the essential appendix to the Description 
de l’egypte, concentrating on the arts and iconography of ancient egypt. 
lenoir was a prodigious writer and this is reflected by the countless slips 
and sheets of paper large and small covered with his additions and correc-
tions bound in or pasted on. he has also left spaces on many leaves where 
he planned to have illustrations. his hand is highly legible and uniform 
throughout. the present manuscript also offers unprecedented insight 
into lenoir’s perspectives on museums, archaeology, astronomy, mythol-
ogy, and religion.
biography: Born in paris, lenoir’s entry to museum administration 
came at the recommendation of gabriel François doyen (1726-1806), his 
former painting instructor. he suggested in 1791 that lenoir be hired as 
guardian of the dépôt des petits-augustins, where the revolutionary 
government preserved seized artworks selected by the Commission des 
Monuments — a group of antiquarians, artists, and scientists formed to 
safeguard objects of artistic and historical importance. lenoir proved an 
efficient and organized administrator, producing up-to-date inventories of 
the warehouse through which thousands of art objects passed. in the midst 
of the French revolution, with its adherents eager to obliterate any trace 
of France’s aristocratic heritage, lenoir strove to conserve what he deemed 
representative pieces of the country’s artistic growth.
 “officially recognized in 1795 and remaining open until the Bourbon 
restoration, [the Museum of French Monuments] was largely the creation 
of one man, alexandre lenoir, and differed in fundamental respects from 
the louvre museum of the 1790s. unlike the louvre, whose roots lie deep 
in the ancien régime and in the enlightenment ideal of a museum, the Mu-
sée des Monuments was the product of circumstances unique to the revo-
lution and would have been inconceivable before 1789. instead of paintings 
and antique marbles, it contained French sculpture and tomb monuments 
from the Middle ages to the early nineteenth century — not then (or since) 
in many people’s canon of ‘great’ art. this lack of recognized masterpieces 
pushed lenoir to create a museum more strictly chronological than any 
that had gone before and to design the first ‘period rooms’ in museum his-
tory in order to display his collection sympathetically. unable in contem-
porary eyes to stand on their own as works of art, many of lenoir’s monu-
ments required historicizing and exoticizing through context to become 
museum objects.”–McClellan, Inventing the louvre: art, Politics, and the 
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origins of the modern museum in eighteenth-century Paris, p. 155.
 lenoir was also a prominent participant in the egyptomania that took 
hold in France in the early 19th-century following napoleon’s expedition 
and the publication of the Description de l’egypte. through Freemasonry — 
he was a member of the lodge of st. Jean d’ecosse du Contrat social — had 
been introduced to ancient egyptian iconography and he became obsessed 
with understanding the society and its then indecipherable symbols. Be-
sides his sole “monograph,” Histoire de la Franche-maçonnerie (1814), and 
several articles in scientific journals, we know little of the extent of lenoir’s 
knowledge. he was later considered as a candidate for the post of the lou-
vre’s egyptian curator and empress Joséphine hired him to inventory and 
describe her personal collection of antiquities, containing a large number 
of egyptian objects. the present manuscript reveals, for the first time, the 
entirety of lenoir’s obsessive and thorough research into a culture which 
he believed to have greatly influenced his own.
 this extensive manuscript is divided into two parts: the first (vols. i-
iii, 328 leaves in total), is a comprehensive discussion of ancient egyptian 
society, in particular its geography, religious beliefs, mythological figures, 
mummification, important monuments and tombs, connections to ancient 
greece, arts, the pyramids, the sphinx, the coronations and burials of pha-
raohs, economy, agriculture, musical instruments, papyrus, costumes and 
military uniforms, etc. 
 the second (vols. iv-v, 353 leaves in total), functions as a supplement 
devoted to research on the culture’s poetry and music, mythological ge-
ography, Zodiac signs, illustrations in tombs, ancient egyptian customs, 
law and its applications, sarcophagi, literature and folklore, hieroglyphic 
characters, rituals, etc. in the second section, lenoir dedicates more than 15 
pages to an examination of the rosetta stone and addresses Champollion’s 
concurrent (and ultimately correct) interpretation of hieroglyphics.
 a few leaves a little chipped but in fine condition.
¶ n.B.g., vol. 30, cols. 671-75. “l’egypte, par exemple, civilisation pre-
mière, est constamment invoquée par lenoir pour interpréter les monu-
ments français. Comme dupuis, lenoir, dans sa manie assimilatrice, voit 
en notre-dame un iséum, déchiffre les portails comme des zodiaques ou 
des hiéroglyphes, avec le Christ en horus . . . lenoir introduisit dans la ré-
flexion historique des capacités d’imagination, de sensibilité, de liberté qui 
transcendaient les préjugés dont il était lui-même le produit. son histoire 
de l’art à l’estomac, à l’emporte-pièce, regardait à l’essentiel; elle marchait 
trop vite, mais allait au but.”–inha.
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 a very fine and attractive copy. the head and tail of the spine has been 
almost invisibly repaired by James Brockman. Many examples lack either 
the portrait or the plate (or both) which are present in this copy.
¶ Bartholomew & Clark, Bentley, 183. lowndes, p. 1464. Brunet, iii, 1369. 
none of these bibliographies distinguish large paper copies and, indeed, 
the superior copies are not so large as instantly to mark themselves out, 
or astonish the beholder with their margins. however, the measurements 
given by estC are conclusive: ordinary paper copies are 27 cm. high, with 
a gutter of 2.3 cm., and large paper copies are 29 cm. high, with a gutter 
of 4.5 cm. in this copy, finely bound for the lamoignon family, and thus 
(naturally) trimmed down a little, the leaves are still 28.8 cm. tall, and the 
gutter clearly measures over 4 cm.

a rare VIennese collectIon cataloGue

56. (MeChetti, Carlo or Charles). catalogue des 
estampes des plus grands maitres, tableaux, bagues, livres, Vases, 
Idoles, &c. qui composent la collection de . . . viii, 120 pp. 4to, cont. 
pale blue paper wrappers (spine defective). vienna: la société ty-
pographique, 1790. $1500.00

the uncommon sale cat a logue of the collections form ed by the founder 
of the famous viennese music publisher. originally from lucca, Mechetti 
(c. 1745-1811), encountered financial troubles and was forced to sell his 
collection of thousands of items, primarily italian prints and paintings. 

54. little, Charles C. & Brown, JaMes, Book-
sellers. [drop-title]: quarterly advertiser of books published, 
in Press, and for sale by charles c. little and james brown, booksell-
ers, no. 112, Washington street . . . . . . boston. no. 1. january 1, 1840. 
16 pp. 8vo, attractive modern marbled wrappers, printed paper label 
on upper cover. [Boston: 1840]. $250.00
 little, Brown, one of the greatest names in american publishing, start-
ed in 1837 as booksellers, specializing in “publishing, importing, and sell-
ing of books.” this is one of their earliest lists.
 Fine copy.

larGe PaPer coPy oF bentley’s Great eDItIon oF 
manIlIus; tHe lamoIGnon coPy In reD morocco

55. Manilius, MarCus. astronomicon. ex recensione et cum 
notis richardi Bentleii. Finely engraved port. of Bentley by vertue 
(a little spotted in margins), a large folding engraved plate depict-
ing the Farnese globe, & a fine engraved headpiece. xvi, 307, [5] pp. 
large 4to, cont. French red morocco, double gilt fillet round sides, 
flat spine gilt, with the characteristic lamoignon green morocco la-
bels on spine, a.e.g. london: typis h. woodfall, sumptibus p. & i. 
vaillant, 1739. $3000.00
 First edition of Bentley’s commentary, with the text, of Manilius’ astro-
nomicon, the earliest extant treatise on astronomy of antiquity. Bentley’s 
commentary, his last work, is recognized as the greatest on this text and is 
one of the most celebrated classical editions of the 18th century. a.e. hous-
man, a great admirer of Bentley’s genius, thought this edition “a greater 
work than either the horace or the phalaris.”
provenance: From the library of Chrétien François de lamoignon 
(1735-89), with his “Bibliotheca lamoniana” booklabel on the front paste-
down endpaper, crowned “l” stamped on p. 3, and characteristic date and 
morocco labels on spine. the lamoignon library was due to be sold at 
auction in the hague in 1791, but was bought en bloc by thomas payne 
before the sale. this book was later owned by the hon. george agar ellis 
(1797-1833); his booklabel is on the front pastedown. ellis was one of the 
Mps who pressed for the grant which bought the angerstein collection 
of pictures for the nation (thus founding the national gallery), and was 
himself a very considerable collector of books and pictures. he was created 
Baron dover just two years before his early death at the age of only 36.
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way conforming to the ‘book of nature.’ this is possibly the first of the 
modern intellectual ‘robinsonades,’ where a mental reconstruction of the 
world is authenticated by a paradigmatic experience of the author — a strat-
egy later made famous by descartes and Comte.”–Justin stagl, a History of 
curiosity: the theory of travel 1550-1800, p. 116.
 Mylaeus was the first to emphasize the close connections between the 
disciplines, society, and nature. this work consists of five books: 1) the 
first considers the world in the context of minerals, plants, and animals; 
2 and 3) practical knowledge such as agriculture, technology, and govern-
ment; and 4 and 5) contemplative knowledge (including art, astronomy, 
law, medicine, and literature).
 nice copy.
¶ Brunet, iii, 1967. n.B.g., vol. 35, col. 512.

“one oF tHe most ImPortant WrItInGs oF tHe 
Paracelsus lIterature oF tHe tIme”–suDHoFF

59. paraCelsus. Philosophiae et medicinae utriusque univer-
sae, compendium, ex optimis quibusque eius libris: cum scholiis in 
libros IIII. eiusdem De Vita 
longa, Plenos mysteriorum, 
parabolarum, aenigmatum. 
auctore leone suavio [i.e. 
jacques Gohory] . . . Vita 
Paracelsi. catalogus operum 
& librorum. 334 (i.e. 336), 
[64] pp. 8vo, cont. richly 
blind-stamped vellum over 
boards, central panel on up-
per cover stamped in gold 
(now oxidized) with the 
arms of the city of kutten-
berg (today’s kutna hora) 
& the name of “georgius 
[polenta] a sudetis,” dated 
1569, ties gone. Basel: p. per-
na, 1568.                 $5000.00
 second edition and a very 
lovely copy in an attractive 

in the introduction, Mechetti 
highlights certain pieces in his 
collection, which was appar-
ently not for sale by auction but 
rather private contract. pages 
113-20 describe a large library 
rich in books on the arts and 
history. 

nice copy. this copy was 
inscribed on the inside front 
wrappers to the amateur ge-
ologist Baron de Beroldingen 
(see Zittel). From the library 
of his serene highness prince 
Fürstenberg at donaueschin-
gen with his stamp on title. 
¶ Cicognara 4548.

tHe FIrst comPenDIum oF tHe WHole WorlD

58. Mylaeus (or Millieu), Christophorus. 
consilium Historiae universitatis scribendae. printed throughout 

in italic. 197, [1] pp. small 4to, cont. 
blind-stamped panelled goat-skin 
over wooden boards (upper joint with 
some careful repairs, first six leaves a 
little dampstained in upper section), 
orig. catches & clasps. Florence: l. tor-
rentini, July 1548. $2950.00
 First edition, and a nice copy, of this 
important work in historiography. My-
laeus (d. 1570), swiss humanist, travelled 
in germany, turkey, and italy and was a 
professor at lyon. “the first scholar to at-
tempt a compendium of the whole world 
seems to have been the swiss humanist 
Christophorus Mylaeus [in the present 
work] . . . he discarded the traditional wis-
dom of the schools and rebuilt the system 
of knowledge in a ‘natural way,’ i.e. in a 
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sive artis medicinalis libri tres . . . engraved vignette on title & full-
page engraved port. of the author. 8 p.l. (incl. port.), 177, [3] pp. small 
folio, cont. limp vellum (a little worn at edges), sides decorated in 
gilt, central medallion with radiating gilt devices, medallion with 
a unidentified painted coat-of-arms (a little rubbed), red silk ties, 
edges gilt & gauffered. venice: J. viezzeri, 1664. $4950.00
 First edition of a very rare and attractive book; worldCat locates only 
the nlM copy. piccioli was a physician in venice and this appears to be 
his only published work. it is a collection of descriptions of many types 
of diseases: fevers of many kinds, ulcers, various pains, spasms, excessive 
sleeping, epilepsy, depression, cataracts, angina, coughing, heart disease, 
various problems in pregnancy, etc. the final section describes a series of 
pharmacological preparations.
 Fine copy in a rather unusually decorated binding. Minor dampstain-
ing.
¶ krivatsky 8967.

tHe FatHer oF sWeDIsH tecHnoloGy

61. polheM, Christopher. . . . Patriotiska testamente, eller 
underrättelse om järn, stål, koppar, mässing, tenn och bly för dem, 
som wilja begynna manufacturer i dessa ämnen. jemte en Förtekning 
på alla dess mechaniska Inventioner. several small woodcuts in the 
text. 12 p.l., 128 pp. 8vo, 19th-cent. blue boards, uncut. stockholm: l. 
salvius, 1761. $2950.00
 First edition and very rare. polhem (1661-1751), the father of swedish 
technology, was a pioneer in the mass production of replaceable machine 
parts, which he made with great precision and accuracy. he made other 
important contributions to applied mechanics, mining engineering, the 
construction of canals and docks, building materials and the construction 
of buildings, and the manufacturing of textiles. polhem also established a 
mechanical laboratory for the development and construction of machines, 
technical instruments, astronomical clocks, etc. 
 this title of this posthumously published work, edited by his son ga-
briel, can be translated as “patriotic testament, or information on iron, 
steel, Brass, tin and lead for those who want to start industries in these 
Fields. including a list of all his Mechanical inventions,” is the best ac-
count by polhem of his numerous achievements and provides his “alpha-
bet” of machines which demonstrated the basic elements of mechanics.  
 “these new techniques of production exerted an important influence 

contemporary binding with an interesting provenance; sudhoff considered 
this to be one of the most important of paracelsus’ writings. the book is di-
vided into two parts. the first — the “philosophiae et Medicinae universae 
Compendium” — is a work on medical chemistry. paracelsus is important 
for applying chemical techniques to pharmacy and therapeutics; he taught 
physicians to substitute chemical therapeutics for alchemy.
 the second part — “de vita longa” — contains one of the earliest biog-
raphies and bibliographies of paracelsus, compiled by Jacques gohory. the 
rest of this part contains paracelsus’ summary of his philosophy of medi-
cine as well as an extended commentary on the text by gohory (1520-76), 
who was important as an early disseminator of paracelsian ideas in France 
(see D.s.b., v, pp. 447-48).

the preface contains biographical notes on paracelsus, a letter from eras-
mus to paracelsus, and paracelsus’ epitaph. new to this edition is the 64-page 
“apologia gerardi dorn” and gohory’s response at end. there is an interest-
ing discussion of epilepsy.
provenance: georgius polenta von sudetis, a resident of kuttenberg, 
was rector of the medical faculty of Charles university in prague and a 
much-consulted doctor.

Fine copy.
¶ partington, ii, p. 162. sudhoff 99. thorndike, v, pp. 635-39.

rare & In a most unusual bInDInG

60. piCCioli, antonio, da Cento. technae Iatricae, 
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porary red morocco, sides and spine richly gilt. potter (1673 or 1674-1747), 
was later archbishop of Canterbury. his “whig principles, which expressed 
themselves . . . in his firm commitment to the hanoverian succession and 
the new administration, ensured that he became a regular preacher at court 
and at westminster. he was later to preach at the coronation of george ii 
and queen Caroline on 11 october 1727.”–odnB.
 Fine copy. later signature of Millicent ursula Mary Crompton.

loVely coPy oF tHe essentIal HIstory oF tHe HabsburGs

63. roo, gerardus de. annales rerum belli domique ab aus-
triacis Habspurgicae gentis principibus, à rudolpho primo, usq; ad 
carolum V. gestarum . . . large habsburg woodcut coat-of-arms on 
title; portrait of archduke Ferdinand ii on verso & habsburg family 
tree with small portraits on verso of fifth preliminary leaf, both fine-
ly engraved & full-page; & 48 woodcut coat-of-arms on preliminary 
leaves 11-16. 16 p.l., 477, [1], 28 pp. small folio, fine cont. limp vel-
lum, covers panelled in gilt with gilt fleurons in corners, gilt coats-
of-arms in center of covers, yapp edges, ties gone, a.e.g. innsbruck: J. 
agricola, 1592. $7500.00
 First edition and a lovely copy of this essential official history of the 
habsburg princes written by the librarian and keeper of art to Ferdinand 

in sweden and elsewhere. they represent the highest level of accomplish-
ment of an iron industry based on charcoal and dependent for primary 
power on water-wheels and horse-driven gins . . . the general understand-
ing of the use of rolls was not new, but polhem was doing many new 
things with them: partly because of his more vivid vision of the advantages 
of a less direct process of production, partly because his versatility as an 
engineer made it possible for him to achieve new results by better meth-
ods of machine construction . . . polhem’s work provides a fresh standard 
for measuring the technical accomplishment of the first generation of the 
eighteenth century.”–singer et al, a History of technology, iii, pp. 342–343.
 Fine copy. Contemporary signature, dated 1770, at foot of title.
¶ see Johnson, william a., Christopher polhem. the Father of swedish 
technology (1963) for a full account of polhem’s wide-ranging activities 
(our book is no. 32 in the bibliography).
see also item 48

62. potter, John, Bishop oF oXFord. a sermon 
Preach’d at the coronation of king George II. and queen caroline, 
in the abbey-church of Westminster, october 11. 1727. 2 p.l., 32 pp. 
large 4to, cont. red morocco (three corners a tiny bit worn), sides 
richly gilt, spine gilt, “bunt-papier” endpapers, a.e.g. london: C. ack-
ers for r. knaplock, 1727. $2500.00
 First edition, large and thick paper copy, handsomely bound in contem-
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the unlearned who may take his attack seriously has moved schonheintz 
to reply. he furthermore regards this preliminary skirmish as a prepara-
tion for a future encounter, ‘not with a cursed scribbler, but with the most 
learned and most eloquent giovanni pico Mirandola, most generous count 
of Concordia.’ schonheintz proceeds to say that no one has attacked astrol-
ogy more bravely, no one more learnedly, no one with greater force and 
contention than pico has.”–thorndike, iv, pp. 542-43.
 this book was much read and quoted in the early 16th century.
 Fine copy.
¶ Zinner 818.

tHIck PaPer coPy In a FIne “HerrInGbone” bInDInG oF 
Dark Green morocco

65. stewart, Matthew. tracts, Physical and mathematical. 
containing, an explication of several Important Points in Physical 
astronomy; and, a new method of ascertaining the sun’s Distance 
from the earth, by the theory of Gravity. 19 folding engraved plates. 
vii, [1], 411 pp. thick 8vo, a fine scottish “herringbone” binding of 
cont. dark green morocco (foot of upper joint with one small & care-
ful repair), sides richly gilt in a “herringbone” design, spine richly 
gilt, red morocco lettering piece on spine, a.e.g. edinburgh: a. Millar 
& J. nourse, 1761. $12,500.00

ii; complete with the finely executed engravings of the dedicatory portrait 
of Ferdinand and detailed family tree. roo (d. 1590), originally from the 
netherlands, compiled this chronicle at the castle of ambras, near inns-
bruck, which Ferdinand had restored for his wife, philippine welser. roo 
died suddenly before the work’s publication; nevertheless, Ferdinand’s 
secretary, Conrad dietz, had it printed by hans Baur at the archduke’s 
expense. Baur’s humanist roman and italic types are quite similar to those 
originally crafted by garamond and granjon. this text was likely only 
printed in 100 copies and distributed among the royal courts of europe.
 the present work begins with a discussion of the habsburg’s earliest 
origins in the mid-10th century. the habsburg line was firmly established 
with rudolph i’s coronation at aachen in 1273 as king of the germans 
and further strengthened by his annexation of the duchies of austria and 
styria. printed commentary in the margins and years are provided as a 
guide. pierre deschamps calls this text a “monument impérissable du 
dévouement passioné des tyroliens à la maison d’autriche.”
 no expense was spared in the illustration of this work. the dedicatory 
portrait of Ferdinand is considered one of the finest in any 16th-century 
book. throughout the engraved habsburg family tree individual features 
are delicately rendered. the 48 coats-of-arms are an important resource for 
habsburg heraldry from the very beginning of its existence. numerous 
vignettes and ornate initials embellish the text.
 a fine copy in a splendid vellum binding decorated in gilt. sporadic 
and inoffensive foxing. stamp of the house of oettingen-wallerstein on 
title-page. early note in latin on upper inside cover. signature possibly of 
gottfried stieber, anbacher historian and archivist, facing the title page: 
“g. stieber ao. 1764, d. 13 Mars.”
¶ deschamps 957. encycl. Brit.–habsburgs.

astroloGy DeFenDeD

64. sChonheintZ, JaCoB. apologia astrologie. one large 
woodcut diagram in the text. 24 unnumbered leaves. small 4to, mod-
ern boards. nuremberg: g. schenck, 21 september 1502. $6500.00
 First edition; this is the first of only two books known to have been 
printed by georg schenck and the author’s only book. “in 1502 there was 
printed at nürnberg a defense of astrology by Jakob schonheintz, a doctor 
of arts and medicine and a Franconian. he signs his preface at würzburg. 
the immediate occasion of this defense was ‘the impudence of a certain 
man who wishes himself to be considered a theologian, although he is any-
thing else than one, who had attacked astrology and its professors. pity for 
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tHe aestHetIcs oF tHe arts

66. sulZer, Johann georg. allgemeine theorie der schönen 
künste in einzeln, nach alphabetischer ordnung der kunstwörter auf 
einander folgenden, artikeln abgehandelt. engraved allegorical fron-
tis. by daniel Chodowiecki. woodcut illus. & printed music in the 
text, including several folding leaves of printed music in the pagina-
tion. xii, 568 pp.; 2 p.l., [569]-1287, [8] pp. two vols. large 4to, fine 
cont. marbled polished sheep (minor browning), flat spines richly 
gilt, red & green morocco lettering pieces on spines. leipzig: heirs 
of M.g. weidemann & reich, 1771-74. $4950.00
 First edition, and a lovely set, of this encyclopedia of the fine arts, “one 
of the most widely consulted and frequently cited works on aesthetics of 
the german enlightenment . . . aimed at a popular market of art-loving 
amateurs (leibhaber) who lacked specialist knowledge, it presented its 
philosophical and technical arguments in an accessible article format. the 
work underwent numerous reprints and new editions in the last quarter 
of the eighteenth century, and, soon, after its initial appearance, many of 
the articles were translated into French and incorporated into the supplé-
ment to the encyclopédie.”–Matthew riley, “Civilizing the savage: Johann 
georg sulzer and the ‘aesthetic Force’ of Music,” in journal of the royal 
musical association, 127 (2002), pp. 1-22.
 sulzer (1720-79), was a leading member of Frederick the great’s reju-
venated royal academy of sciences and read many papers on psychology, 
aesthetics, and other philosophical issues. he is notable in the history of 
science for his unwitting work in the development of the battery.
 Fine and handsome set. 

 First edition, thick paper copy, bound in dark green morocco with a 
most handsome contemporary scottish “herringbone” design. stewart 
(1717-85), was the successor to Colin Maclaurin in the chair of mathemat-
ics at edinburgh and established his reputation as a mathematician by 
the publication of his General theorems (1746). Michel Chasles considers 
stewart and robert simson amongst the most important contributors to 
the progress of geometry.
 “in 1761, pursuing his plan of introducing the simplicity of ancient 
geometrical demonstrations into astronomic investigations, he published 
tracts, Physical and mathematical, containing an explication of several 
Points in Physical astronomy, in which he developed a treatment of cen-
tripetal forces in a series of propositions requiring only a knowledge of 
the elements of plane geometry and of conic sections. he even tried to 
deal (employing geometrical methods similar to those of newton’s Prin-
cipia mathematica) with the difficult ‘three body problem’ (the study of the 
trajectories of three masses in mutual gravitational interaction) that had 
defeated many eighteenth-century mathematicians.”–odnB.
 “after his election to the chair [in 1746], stewart’s interests turned to 
astronomy and natural philosophy; and he displayed great ingenuity in de-
vising purely geometrical proofs of results in these subjects that had previ-
ously been established by the use of algebraic and analytical methods. ex-
amples of this kind are to be seen in [the present book].”–D.s.b., Xiii, p. 54.
 Fine copy.
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larger engine. triewald was to remain in the newcastle area until 1726, as 
an inspector of a coal mine, during which time he claimed to have built four 
engines for the ridley family, making many improvements.
 in 1726, triewald returned to sweden where he immediately applied for 
a patent for the newcomen engine (including a number of improvements) 
and made a proposal to the partners of the dannemora Mines — an important 
source of low phosphate iron ore — for an engine to keep the mines free of wa-
ter and to hoist the ore. the following spring he spent five weeks construct-
ing the engine house and machinery at norra silverberg, the deepest of the 
dannemora mines. this was certainly the first steam engine used in sweden 
for practical and industrial use and the first such engine outside of Britain.
 this book describes the construction and use of the triewald’s steam 
engines at the dannemora Mines. the large folding engraved plate de-
picts triewald’s steam engine, in rather dramatic fashion, situated over the 
opening of the mine.
 very good copy. signature dated 1933 and bookplate (with his wife 
dagmar) of vilhelm nordström.
¶ For a fine account of triewald, upon which i have based this descrip-
tion, see the modern edition of triewald’s the art of living under Water, 
originally written in swedish in 1734 . . . and now translated into english 
. . . with an introduction and Commentary by Michael Fardell & nigel 
phillips (london: historical diving society, 2004). see also are waerland, 
“Marten triewald and the First steam engine in sweden” in transactions 
of the newcomen society, vol. 7, no. 1 (1926), pp. 24-41.

Glass manuFacturInG

69. westruMB, Johann FriedriCh. ueber Glasbe-
reitung, deren Verbesserung und Verwohlfeilung. nebst bemerkungen, 
die kalien-scheidung aus verschiedenen mittelsalzen betreffend. eine 
. . . technisch-chemische schrift. xvi, 120 pp. 8vo cont. half-vellum & 
paste-paper boards. hannover: helwing, 1818. $1750.00
 First edition and rare. westrumb (1751-1819), administrator of han-
nover’s hof-apothek, was later appointed a senator and commissioner of 
mines at hameln. he wrote a series of works on various aspects of the 
chemical technology (bleaching, distillation of brandy, vinegar, glass, etc.).
 this book is concerned with the latest developments in glass manufac-
turing.
 Fine copy. Modern bookplate of the “glas-kollektion” with their small 
and inoffensive release stamp on verso of title and embossed stamp on fol-
lowing leaf.
¶ duncan 14620. partington, iii, pp. 570-73. poggendorff, ii, 1307.

67. teMpleMan, george, Bookseller. catalogue 
of congressional Documents, and scarce books, for sale, by George 
templeman, opposite the american Hotel, Pennsylvania avenue, 
city of Washington. 23 pp. 8vo, attractive modern marbled wrappers, 
printed paper label on upper cover. washington, d.C.: printed at the 
globe office, 1833. $350.00
 templeman (d. 1852), a leading bookseller in washington, was in-
volved in creating a library for the white house as well as supplying law 
books to many state libraries. the catalogue lists about 800 practical works 
in law, agriculture, history, etc.

tHe FIrst steam enGIne outsIDe oF brItaIn

68. triewald, Marten. kort beskriftning, om eld- och luft-
machin mid Dannemora grufwor . . . one large & fine folding plate 
depicting the steam engine at dannemora (two small & unimportant 
paper repairs on verso). title printed in red & black. 4 p.l., 52 pp. small 
4to, early 20th-century marbled sheep (a few minor stains), upper 
cover lettered in gilt. stockholm: B.g. schneider, 1734. $15,000.00

First edition and rare. this is the first account of the first steam engine 
used for practical purposes outside of the united kingdom. Martin triewald 
(1691-1747), swedish entrepreneur, engineer, and amateur physicist, came 
to london where he attended lectures on experimental philosophy by his 
friend and mentor desaguliers. he “also assisted newcomen with the erec-

tion of at least one of his engines.”–sing-
er et al, a History of technology, iv, p. 
173. in 1716, triewald was employed by 
nicholas ridley, whose family owned 
collieries and land in the newcastle 
area. at that time, ridley was interested 
in developing the Byker Colliery near 
newcastle, a rich coal mine whose full 
potential, as with many others in the 
region, could not be realized owing to 
flooding. he proposed using thomas 
newcomen’s lately invented steam en-
gine to drain the mine, of which there 
were only eight or nine working in the 
country. triewald studied the construc-
tion of a newcomen engine in newcas-
tle and in 1722 obtained a patent for a 
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nabe” with the year “keian 4“ (February 1651) and given to “seibei kimura.”
 one or two wormholes but in fine and fresh condition with the colors 
rich and strong.
¶ see lu & needham, celestial lancets. wang shumin & gabriel Fuentes, 
“Chinese Medical illustration: Chronologies and Categories” in Imagining 
chinese medicine (eds. vivienne lo & penelope Barrett), 2018, pp. 29-50.

71. aCupunCture sCroll. a finely drawn and colored acu-
puncture scroll on paper, entitled on the outside “Jushikei wagosho 
shinkyuketsu gozoroppu ezu” [trans.: “Fourteen Meridians Japanese 
explanation: acupuncture, Moxibustion, Meridians, Five organs, 
six intestines, illustrated scroll”]. scroll on 14 joined sheets of paper 
(390 x 3550 mm.), with manuscript text & three large illus. [Japan: 
early edo, ca. 1680-1700]. $9500.00
 a most handsome and well-colored acupuncture scroll consisting of 
text written in kanbun style and three large and fine acupuncture charts. 
these types of scrolls are very rare and are based on various texts which 
were introduced into Japan from China in the beginning of the 17th cen-
tury. the chief source for the woodcuts is dou’s shinkan kotei meido 
kyukyo [trans.: the yellow emperor’s canon of moxibustion], published 
several times in Japan in the first half of the 17th century. a rare col-
lection of dissertations on moxibustion and acupuncture, this work is a 
commentary and explanation of the ling-shu, written in about the sec-
ond century BCe, which “formed [along with the su Wen] the theoretical 
basis of classical Chinese medicine . . . the ling-shu . . . discusses mainly 
therapy — mostly centered on medicinal prescriptions, but also includ-

  ¶ part ii: 
 jaPanese books, mss, scrolls, & PHotoGraPHs

70. aCupunCture & MoXiBustion sCroll. a 
finely drawn & painted acupuncture and moxibustion scroll on four 
joined sheets of paper (365 x 2780 mm.), recently & expertly backed 
with modern paper, silk endpapers & borders. Japan: written at end 
“1651.”  $15,000.00
 this attractive scroll begins with three large figures of the human body 
— front, rear, and side views — with locations of acupuncture points (red 
dots) and moxibustion locations (black dots). each of the acupuncture 
pressure points are labeled in manuscript with their names. the moxibus-
tion points are also labelled but with notes giving their locations. the three 
images are delicately painted with flesh colors and black hair. the anterior 
view depicts the 21 bones of the spine. Many of these are numbered with 
references to specific organs. again, pressure points are displayed. 
 these illustrations are derived from the ling-shu [the “vital axis”], a 
rare collection of dissertations on moxibustion and acupuncture, written 
in about the second century bce , which “formed [along with the su Wen] 
the theoretical basis of classical Chinese medicine . . . the ling-shu . . . dis-
cusses mainly therapy — mostly centered on medicinal prescriptions, but 
also including physical therapies such as bonesetting and breathing exer-
cises, and stimulation treatments such as acupuncture, moxibustion and 
massage.”–sugimoto & swain, science & culture in traditional japan, p. 85.
 this is followed by a view of the five organs and six intestines, all color 
coded (lung is white, heart is red, liver is green, spleen is yellow, and kid-
ney is black).
 the next image is most unusual: in a tabular array, we see the bones of 
the spine, their connections to the five organs, the four directions (west, 
south, east, and north), five bagua (trigram) symbols used in taoist cos-
mology (dui, li, zhen, kun, and kan) with correspondences in traditional 
Chinese medicine (including direction, organs, solar terms, color, ele-
ments, taste, emotional state or humor, stage, etc.).
 the next images are of the hand and foot, with notes on which organs 
and intestines are connected to each finger and toe.
 the next image, in red ink, is hard to decipher. it seems to be related to 
the circulation between hand and foot.
 at the end, there is an contemporary annotation stating that the notes 
were given by a certain “yoshihiro” (we cannot decipher his last name). next 
to this is a note stating that this scroll was written by “kichiuemon wata-
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explaining the image. this image is vividly colored in red, yellow, blue, 
purple, green, white, with the flesh delicately tinted. 
 the second polychrome image (275 x 820 mm.) is entitled “son shinjin 
senkin yoho” [trans.: “dr. sun’s collection of priceless prescriptions”]. the 
texts and charts of sun simiao (581-682), a famous clinician and alchemist, 
were widely circulated in the sui and early tang dynasties. here we have 
an anterior view, again depicting the channels, acupoints, skeleton, bowels 
and viscera, etc. these first two illustrations have red-painted dots show-
ing pressure points. the predominant colors are blue, red, yellow, and grey.
 the third and final polychrome image is a side-view (215 x 475 mm.), de-
picting the internal organs: heart, spleen, lungs, kidneys, liver and the six in-
testines (gall bladder, small intestine, large intestine, stomach, bladder, and 
“sansho.” its title is “gozo roppu zu” [trans.: “Five organs, six intestines”]. in 
this image, the colors include yellow, red, green, grey, blue, pink, and white.
 some relatively minor worming, carefully repaired, rarely touching the 
images.
¶ see lu & needham, celestial lancets. wang shumin & gabriel Fuentes, 
“Chinese Medical illustration: Chronologies and Categories” in Imagining 
chinese medicine (eds. vivienne lo & penelope Barrett), 2018, pp. 29-50.

tHe FIVe orGans & tHe sIX VIscera

72. (anatoMy). illustrated scroll on paper entitled “gozo roppu” 
and “keiketsu” [trans.: “illustrated scroll of the Five organs and six 
viscera” and “pressure points illustrated”]. scroll on thin paper (275 
x 3780 mm.), with numerous pen, ink, and color drawings. at end, 
we find in Japanese “copied by saburouemon [and] yojuro igarashi 
1708 at aizu, tashiromura village.” $7500.00
 a most unusual scroll concerning the organs central to traditional Chi-
nese medicine’s concept of how the human body works: heart, liver, spleen, 
lung, and kidney along with the small intestine, large intestine, gall blad-
der, urinary bladder, stomach, and the so-called “triple burner.” in Japan, 
the study of traditional Chinese medicine, which was introduced in the 
6th century, is known as kanpo. By the 15th and 16th century, kanpo be-
gan to have independent concepts, diverging from traditional Chinese and 
Buddhist practices and theories.
 the manuscript begins with kanji characters (“ihomyo” or “yuiho-
myo”) saying “thoughts about the Buddhist way of life pulse.” this is 
followed by images of the five organs, all color coded (lung is white, heart 
is red, liver is blue, spleen is yellow, and kidney is black), then follows a 
similar image of their corresponding elements: air, metal, fire, water, and 

ing physical therapies such as bonesetting and breathing exercises, and 
stimulation treatments such as acupuncture, moxibustion and massage.”–
sugimoto & swain, science & culture in traditional japan, p. 85. these 
texts and illustrations 
 we learn from the text that the immediate source is the “tongren shu xue 
zhen jiu tu jing” by weiyi wang. it records 354 acu-moxa points, with meth-
ods for finding the points, therapeutic indications, and needling and moxibus-
tion procedures. our scroll is unusual for its extensive explanatory notes.
 the first polychrome image (280 x 830 mm.) is entitled “dojin yuketsu 
shinkyu zukei” [trans.: “the illustration of the Bronze Man Canon of acu-
puncture and Moxibustion”]. it is a front view and depicts the channels, 
acupoints, skeleton, bowels and viscera, etc. there are numerous sidenotes 
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WItH PHotoGraPHs

73. ashio railway ConstruCtion. a collection of 
manuscripts & printed documents, photographs, & orig. drawings 
concerning the construction of the ashio railway. [Japan]: ca. 1898-
1912.  $7500.00
 

Copper mining at ashio in tochigi prefecture began about 1600 and pro-
duction continued until 1973; in the late 19th century, it produced 39 
percent of Japan’s copper output. at the end of that century, it was de-
cided to build a railway connecting the mine to major rail lines to facilitate 
transportation of the outbound copper ore and inbound supplies (horses 
had carried or pulled everything before). the engineering problems were 
considerable: the line runs along the watarase river through a deep valley 
subject to frequent flooding. the railway was finished in 1911-12.
 the collection contains a series of letters containing reports on design 
and construction, printed documents regarding the stock company formed 
to finance the building of the railway (“ashio tetsudo kabushikigaisha”), 
reports from engineers regarding preparations, further reports regarding 
expected capacity needs for the railroad line, six photographs of the con-

earth, labelled in sanskrit and with the directions in Japanese. extensive 
text is next with a description of the organs and the meridians.
 the next image depicts the organs which is followed by an illustration 
of a head with the five elements below: wood, fire, earth, metal, and water. 
the next illustration depicts the spine and the “triple burner.” individual 
parts of the body are shown next: eyes, tongue, ears, bones, muscles, blood, 
nose, skin, teeth, meat, finger, breast, energy, and hair. next is a depiction 
of the entire anterior body with the spine revealed. each bone of the spine 
has a number which are connected to a specific organ. pressure points are 
displayed. this is followed by an extensive discussion of pressure points, 
which size of needle should be used, therapies, etc. 
 the next large illustration shows the front of the entire body with pres-
sure points depicted. again, there is a long account of the pressure points, 
moxibustion, etc. this is followed by two different side views, again with 
pressure points and text discussing acupuncture, moxibustion, and herbs.
 the final image depicts a statue of Buddha with a background of the 
five organs.
 Minor staining and wear. a few minor tears and holes have been care-
fully repaired.
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bonseki, the construction of miniature landscapes out of sand, stones, 
and pebbles, can trace its origins in Japan to emperor tenmu in the mid-
7th century. the concept of bonseki most likely was brought from China 
through landscape painting. it is believed that a number of gardens in 
kyoto were designed using bonseki as temporary models.
 these miniature landscapes were created on oval, round, or rectangular 
black lacquer trays, measuring about 600 x 350 mm., using sifted sands of 
varying coarseness, stones, and colored pebbles of different sizes, creating 
mountains, rivers, lakes, waterfalls, seashores, hills, islands, and gardens. 
small delicate tools such as spoons, small sieves, tiny brooms, chopsticks, 
and feathers were used. Miniature structures made of painted copper were 
sometimes added to make houses, temples, bridges, etc.
 this collection of albums depicts a wide range of bonseki landscapes. 
Many of the drawings are accompanied by notes regarding the depictions 
of seasonal images, regional scenes, themes (weddings, funerals, homage 
to elders), etc. the label on the outer cover of one of the albums describes 
the bonseki as hanging (kakebon no kei). the 8vo format album has been 
signed by “kazuko nakanishi.”
 Fine condition.

¶ Camelia nakagawara, “the Japanese garden for the Mind: the ‘Bliss’ of 
paradise transcended” in stanford journal of east asian affairs, vol. 4, no. 
2 (summer 2004), on-line resource.

struction, and a very fine and large (1820 x 760 mm.) manuscript diagram 
on four joined sheets of tissue paper showing the route through the valley 
and elevations. this large diagram has been heightened in color (green, 
blue, red, and brown).
 in fine condition.

tHe art oF bonsekI: mInIature lanDscaPes

74. (Bonseki). Collection of ten albums in manuscript describing 
& illustrating the art of bonseki. ten albums, nine in oblong 8vo & 
one in 8vo format, orig. wrappers, new stitching. More than 250 il-
lus., mostly in grey wash but many in color. Japan: first half of the 
20th century. $4500.00
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 all these documents are very detailed with individual names and families 
listed. servants are also included and occupations are given. these manu-
scripts can be approached in several ways, making them important resources 
for the study of Japan. Males whose ancestors had been Christian were sus-
pect and investigated for at least six generations and females for four genera-
tions. the bodies of Christians were required to be cremated, not buried.
 in excellent condition.

GastronomIc etIquette

76. (gastronoMy). a collection of instructional notebooks con-
taining secrets of gastronomy, etiquette, techniques of preparations 
for a wide variety of festivities, mostly of the ogasawara school of 
gastronomy but also the shijo school, ca. 1839-ca. 1912. about 60 
bound notebooks and about a dozen unbound sheets, many finely il-
lustrated with brush and ink, with colors. [Japan: ca. 1839-ca. 1912].  
   $19,500.00
 a fascinating and important manuscript archive of notebooks and 
sheets, many with illustrations, describing the rules of gastronomic eti-
quette as prescribed by the ogasawara school of etiquette, developed in 
the kamakura period (1185-1333) and still practiced today. the instruc-
tions mostly pertain to the ritualistic preparation and serving of the food 
on a series of trays known as honzen ryori (“main tray cuisine”) which 
was the dominant style of banqueting for the elite from the Muromachi 

tHe eXtermInatIon oF cHrIstIanIty In jaPan

75. (Christianity in Japan). a collection of manuscript 
government documents regarding the extermination of Christianity 
in Japan. [Japan]: 1673-1810. $9500.00
 a fascinating and important series of government documents which fall 
into the general category of shumon aratame cho (“register of religious in-
vestigations”) which were kept, listing the names, ages, and relationship to 
the heads of households for individuals in villages and towns throughout 
Japan. Christianity was outlawed in Japan in 1612 but continued secretly, 
mostly in southwestern Japan, near nagasaki. Following the shimabara 
rebellion of 1637-38, there were renewed efforts to exterminate Christian-
ity on the Japanese mainland.
 registers, such as these, began to be compiled in the 1660s, which re-
quired all subjects to officially register with a Buddhist temple, and also 
that every year every head of household had to report to his village head-
man or equivalent official that no one in his family was a Christian. as 
each village headman or other local/regional official reported in, each do-
main totaled the figures, and recorded a total number of people in the do-
main. these registers have proven to be important and useful documents, 
quite akin to census reports.
 1. Manuscript on paper entitled “kirishitan sensaku shumon cho” 
[trans.: “documents of an investigation regarding Christianity and indi-
vidual recantations”], 47 folding leaves, large 8vo (283 x 210 mm.), later 
wrappers, new stitching. Fujimaki village, yamanashi prefecture: 1673.
 2. Manuscript on paper entitled “kirishitan sensaku shumon cho” 
[trans.: “documents of an investigation regarding Christianity and indi-
vidual recantations”], 55 folding leaves, large 8vo (283 x 210 mm.), later 
wrappers, new stitching. Fujimaki and shimogawara villages, yamanashi 
prefecture: 1675.
 3. Manuscript on paper entitled “kirishitan ruizoku cho” [trans.: “inves-
tigation of relatives of Christians”], 58 folding leaves, 8vo (295 x 194 mm.), 
orig. wrappers, stitched as issued. [Japan]: 1719-1808.
 4. Manuscript on paper entitled “Fushimi omote kirishitan shumon 
aratame onshabun cho” [trans.: “register death certificates of religious in-
vestigations in Fushimi omote [near kyoto”], 8 folding leaves, 8vo (277 x 
202 mm) later wrappers, new stitching. Fushimi omote: 1770-77.
 5. Manuscript on paper entitled “kirishitan shumon onsensaku . . . ” 
[trans.: “documents of an investigation regarding Christianity and indi-
vidual recantations [at indecipherable temple]”], 20 leaves, large 8vo (305 x 
196 ,mm.). various temples: 1810.
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other illustrated notebooks are concerned with how to display seafood on 
a medium-sized dish (these are very finely illustrated), otekake and mizu 
shugi (beginning of the year festivity displays of food), rules of the 5 – 5 
– 3 tray setting with excellent pictures, shiki sankon (three toasts of sake), 
another album devoted to shimadai, an album depicting a white fish ter-
rine with elaborate cross-sections (kamaboko), an album depicting trays 
and tools of the ceremony, an unillustrated album contain many menus, an 
album describing how to ceremonially carve fish and fowl, another album 
devoted to knife techniques of the ogasawara school with beautiful illus-
trations of knives and chop sticks, etc.
 another ten notebooks, all illustrated, are devoted to the theme of koshi-
rae (recipes, instructions, and techniques for the preparation of ceremonial 
meals), the etiquette for eating and drinking, secret cooking techniques, 
rules for the ceremonial offering of sake, and the rules of etiquette for en-
gagements and weddings. again, the illustrations are fine and detailed.
 there are a further eleven illustrated albums concerned with the rules 
of presentation and etiquette for a variety of ceremonies. another eight 
albums, unillustrated, contain menus and recipes.
 Finally, there is a group of about twenty booklets giving menus and 
recipes. there is also a group of sheets which appear to be shopping lists. 
another sheet is a bibliography of cook books.
 all in fine condition.

tWo classIc Works oF jaPanese bIblIoGraPHy

77. hayashi, raZan [& gaho]. nihon shojaku ko; part ii: 
keiten daisetsu [trans.: explanatory Guide to japanese books & texts 
[&] explaining the titles of sutra]. two parts in one vol. 60 folding 
leaves. 8vo, orig. aubergine patterned wrappers (covers a little defec-
tive), orig. block-printed title label on upper cover (label soiled & 
rubbed), new stitching. osaka: harimaya risuke, 1843 [colophon 
of the first part is dated 1667; the second part is dated 1816; & the 
colophon on the rear pastedown is dated 1843]. $3750.00
 second edition of two classic works of Japanese bibliography; the 
texts were essential guides. razan hayashi (1583-1657), was a Japanese 
neo-Confucian scholar, diplomat, translator of sinitic texts, and shogunal 
adviser. he, and his third son gaho, wrote and edited a number of impor-
tant chronicles and histories of Japan. one of razan’s descendants, akira 
hayashi, was the chief Japanese negotiator in dealing with admiral perry 
and signed the treaty of kanagawa.

period through the edo period. it remained the most formal style of eat-
ing through the 19th century and is still used today in certain formal cer-
emonies. For a full account of honzen ryori, see eric C. rath’s wonderful 
“honzen dining. the poetry of Formal Meals in late Medieval and early 
Modern Japan” in japanese Foodways, Past and Present (ed. by rath and 
stephanie assmann), 2010, pp. 19-41. see also rath’s Food and Fantasy in 
early modern japan (2010), chap. 3.
 one of the prevalent themes in the illustrated notebooks is the concept 
of the “five elements” (the connection to the five organs; air, wind, fire, 
water, and earth; a tray composed of rice, pickles, soup, vegetable, and a 
main course; wood, fire, earth, gold, and water; etc.). Many of the albums 
contain finely drawn illustrations of trays each containing five seasonal 
festival dishes. also depicted are knives in ceremonial positions with rich 
meanings, instructions on the presentations of certain foods on trays (for 
instance, black beans, kelp, fish, carrots, etc.), displays according to the sea-
sons, the five different tastes and their relation to the five organs, etc. there 
are frequent notes stating that these notebooks contain secret information 
passed down to the next generation.
 another notebook is concerned with shimadai (presentation trays that 
resemble an island because of their wavy shapes with elaborate displays). 
the paper of this notebook contains mica for an enhanced effect. numer-
ous trays are displayed with illustrations of pickles and lobsters.
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 First edition of this “very beautiful book of shells” (hillier), with hand-
colored woodcuts of 400 specimens. hirase (1859-1925), was a scholar, col-
lector, and dealer in shells in kyoto. he published a short-lived journal 
called “the Conchological Magazine” and in 1913 opened the first mu-
seum devoted to shells in Japan which, according to dance, was also “prob-
ably the first of its kind in the world” (p. 221). hirase had an international 

 

Both of these works were jointly written by razan and gaho (who uses 
the pen name “koyorinshi”in the first part). “the earliest published books 
about books were hayashi razan’s keiten daisetsu (1667) and his son ga-
ho’s nihon shojaku ko (1665), which gave brief summaries of a selection 
of Chinese and Japanese texts respectively. although not explicitly stated, 
razan and gaho had these works published as education aids to guide 
inexperienced readers, perhaps particularly those with teachers who were 
trying to find their way through the bewildering variety of printed works 
currently available.”–kornicki, the book in japan, p. 441.
 it should be noted that razan died from the shock of a fire which totally 
destroyed his house and enormous library of books and manuscripts. he 
escaped from the house carrying a single book: the book he had been read-
ing at that moment.
 very good copy with some mostly marginal worming. the first edition 
is an extremely rare book.

“a Very beautIFul book oF sHells”–HIllIer

78. hirase, yoiChiro. kai senshu [trans.: a thousand shells]. 
eighty fine double-page hand-colored woodcut plates. Four vols. 8vo in 
orihon format, orig. silk over boards, printed title labels on upper covers 
(the first label discolored). kyoto: unsodo, 1914-15-15-22. $7500.00
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silk-bound volumes of this unique conchological publication were issued, 
each containing many illustrations produced from woodcuts and coloured 
by hand in traditional Japanese style. each volume consists of a single long 
sheet folded many times concertina-fashion which, when opened out, bears 
the illustrations on one side only. in his preface hirase says that the work 
was intended ‘not wholly for the benefit of scientific studies, but rather 
for the purpose of reference for artists and technologists’. his approach to 
the study of molluscs was certainly novel and sometimes unscientific but, 
almost single-handed, he placed his country on the conchological map.”–
dance, shell collecting, p. 222.
 each volume has an index in english and Japanese.
 a really fine and handsome set in very fresh condition.
¶ hillier, the art of the japanese book, p. 985–(with color reproduction)–
“kai senshu merits direct comparison with the finest of western colour 
reproduction of shells: but the Japanese prints, as hirase goes out of his 
way to emphasize, are colour woodcuts.”

a rare jaPanese encycloPeDIa

79. hirose, shuhaku. sansai kikan [trans.: the three ele-
ments: the sky, the earth, & the Human body]. numerous woodcut 
illus. in the text including one with three moving volvelles & another 
with one volvelle. 12 folded leaves; 14 folded leaves; 17 folding leaves. 

reputation and sold or exchanged shells with private collectors and muse-
ums in europe and the united states.
 “hirase was chiefly interested in the scientific aspects of conchology, 
but the Japanese artistic tradition seems to have pervaded his activities as 
well. it was certainly evident in the layout and contents of . . . his remark-
able book kai sen shu, one thousand kinds of shells existing in japan. Four 
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rated into ishimoto’s publication. tipped-in is a lithographed folding plate 
— perhaps a proof — with all these images reproduced. there is another 
lithographed plate depicting the four seasons of color combinations for the 
attire of the court ladies.
 the next volume is in three parts: court furniture and boxes belong-
ing to the ladies; makeup, hair styles using ribbons, hair pieces, and eye-
brow shapers and brushes; and ceremonial rituals. this volumes contains 
a number of black and white drawings.
 dyeing and weaving are the subjects of the next volume with illustra-
tions of spinning wheels, looms, and dyeing. the fourth volume is devoted 
to hinagata kimono patterns with a number of fine drawings.
 the fifth and sixth manuscript volumes describe court attire for samu-
rai of different ranks. these two albums contain 38 fine and delicate brush 
and ink drawings, 36 of which are finely colored.
 Fine condition. all of these volumes bear the seal of “ishimoto Bunko.”

81. Japanese woodBloCk Board. a wooden board 
(223 x 160 mm.), carved on one side with two text panels and an 
illustration of three figures in decorative traveling attire, with the 
marginal title: “tsu no kuni goken no [?] butsu” [in trans.: “osaka 
Five places to visit [?]”] & section title: “[?] ike no ume” [in trans.: 
“plum near the pond [?]”]. Japan: late edo. $2500.00

three vols. 8vo, orig. patterned wrappers with orig. block printed 
title labels on upper covers, new stitching. osaka: 1808. $5500.00
 First edition of this very rare encyclopedia based on dutch science and 
medicine. the first volume deals with western astronomy and discusses 
newton’s theory of gravitation, the surface of the moon, the use of the 
telescope, and the laws of optics. vol. ii describes earthquakes, rainbows, 
meteorology including typhoons, barometers, lightning and thunder, mag-
netism, etc.
 the third volume is devoted to the anatomy of the human body, psy-
chology, pharmaceutical recipes to cure migraines, abortion, urinalysis, 
electro therapy, etc., etc.
 hirose (d. ca. 1818), a student of genpaku sugita, was an early practitio-
ner of western medicine in Japan.
 Fine set. First volume has some minor marginal worming to first four 
leaves.

arcHIVe oF court FasHIon

80. ishiMoto, shuen. Manuscript albums of notes and the 
original drawings & paintings relating to his notable publication 
rekisei fuzoku joso enkakuzu ko [trans.: Historical customs & cos-
tumes for the Women] of which a revised edition was published in 
tokyo in 1911. Four vols. & two related vols. large 8vo (275 190 
mm.), orig. patterned wrappers, manuscript labels on upper covers, 

stitched. Japan: ca. 1911. $6500.00
a fine archive of notes and draw-

ings by ishimoto, a notable interior 
decorator and fashion historian in 
tokyo. the first volume is devoted 
to women’s court attire and contains 
17 highly detailed and fine drawing 
and paintings, 14 of which are richly 
colored, of traditional costumes of 
women of different ranks at court. 
the artist has included front and 
back views. these drawings are all 
executed on graph paper with mica 
and contain manuscript notes regard-
ing the sources for the illustrations. 
these drawings were later incorpo-
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 the aristocrat (furthest 
to the right), wearing a hat 
characteristic of the nobil-
ity (eboshi), and highly 
decorated day-time attire 
(sokutai), is in the forest. 
his entourage, behind 
him, are dressed accord-
ing to their rank. the man 
with long hair kneeling is 
very likely a young samu-
rai sworn to protect the 
nobleman. the two men 
standing have especially 
detailed facial features.
 Fine condition.

“seIyo at HIs most InGratIatInG”–HIllIer

83. katsura, seiyo, artist. bijin ryoka shu [or] ryoka kyoka 
shu [trans.: a Flowery mirror of beautiful Women]. numerous full-
page or double-page color-printed woodcut illus. 27 folding leaves. 
8vo, orig. wrappers (a bit rubbed), orig. block-printed title label on 
upper cover (again, a bit rubbed), new stitching. osaka: senritei et 
al., 1831.  $12,500.00
 First edition of this handsome color-printed woodcut book and a won-
derful example of karazuri (blind-printing) which makes fine Japanese il-
lustrated books so pleasing. we find no copy in worldCat.
 “another artist with greater affinities to shijo than ukiyo-e is katsura 
seiyo (1786-1860), but he was a prolific designer of prints for kyoka books 
. . . he had an obvious appreciation of book design, and he enhanced many 
a kyoka that would have been dull without his colourful vignettes . . . 
 “[the present work] might be taken to exhibit seiyo at his most ingrati-
ating, with some of the best of his colour prints for kyoka-bon . . . the print 
of Chinese women boating on a lotus pond from this book is outstand-
ing.”–hillier, the art of the japanese book, pp. 843-44–(with illus.).

a rare survival, a wood-
block in excellent condi-
tion, used to print an un-
identified illustrated travel 
narrative from the late edo 
period. the text in the up-
per panel mentions ten-
noji, a temple in osaka. 
the highly detailed image 
shows three people on the 
deck of a temple, very likely 
tennoji, of which there is a 
small portion visible in the 
background. one of these 
figures is seated on the 
stairs next to his travelling 
head-gear (sugegasa) and 
walking stick, while tying 
his sandals. the two peo-
ple standing to the right, a 

woman in the foreground, the man behind her, are handsomely dressed. 
the man holds a plum branch with flowers, a symbol of early spring. this 
woodblock also bears numerous finely executed details including strands 
of hair, pebbles on the stairs, a beautifully patterned jacket (haori) and 
kimono, and facial features.
 a most interesting example of a woodblock used in the production of 
Japanese illustrated books. slight wear to the lower section of the block, 
showing its use in the late edo period.

82. Japanese woodBloCk Board. a wooden board 
(220 x 160 mm.), carved on one side with one text panel above and 
below an illustration of an aristocrat with his entourage on a “stroll” 
through the forest. Caption title: “suzume no matsubara” [in trans.: 
“sparrow in a pine grove”]. Japan: late edo. $2500.00
 a rare survival of a woodblock employed in the printing of a Japanese 
illustrated travel book from the late edo period. the scene takes place in 
a famous pine forest in hyogo prefecture (west of kyoto), along sumiyo-
shido, a pilgrimage route. in this forest, every three years, two groups of 
sparrows, one local, the other from a neighboring prefecture, would engage 
in a large aerial battle, a spectacle which attracted many tourists.
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 this is truly a “highly designed” book. the first four pages — the pref-
ace — are printed on pale yellow paper with another woodblock printing 
in white of pine branches to ornament each page. the woodcuts, many of 
which are double-page, are delicately color printed using four or five colors. 
Many of these pages exhibit karazuri, the Japanese method of blind-print-
ing which gives a remarkable texture to the pages. we also find frequent 
uses of bokashi, where a gradated band of color is printed by differential ap-
plication of a pigment to a relief block. one of the woodcuts has highlights 
in gold.
 nice copy.
¶ John Carpenter from the Metropolitan Museum webpage (16 august 
2018)–“this illustrated collection of kyōka (witty 31-syllable poems) has a 
clever title that literally means ‘a Collection of Beauties as Chestnut Flow-
ers [ryōka or hishi].’ But ryōka (water chestnut) also is an abbreviated way 
of referring to a ryōka-kyō, or metal mirror with floral motifs on the reverse 
side. the publisher of this volume probably created the title that would 
add a level of literary allusiveness to this compilation of genre scenes of 
women and poetry. the frontispiece and one of the illustrations in fact 
show images of metal cosmetic mirrors.”

tHe FIrst jaPanese eXPosItIon on tHe WHole 
system oF Human anatomy, baseD uPon orIGInal 
obserVatIon; tHIck & FIne PaPer coPy

84. Mitani, soshu. kaitai hatsumo [trans: explanation of Hu-
man anatomy]. Many fine woodcuts printed in color & many with 
blind-embossing. Five vols. 8vo, orig. patterned mica-speckled wrap-
pers (some worming carefully repaired), orig. block-printed title 
labels on upper covers (all the labels a little wormed), new stitch-
ing. osaka: uozaki Motosaburo [& four others] & kyoto: nishimura 
kichibei, 1813. $35,000.00
 First edition, fine and thick-paper copy with special refined coloring 
and blind embossing of many of the woodcuts, of this important anatomi-
cal work which collects the records of three dissections performed in kyoto 
in 1783, 1798, and 1802. the author explains them based on theories of 
both traditional Chinese medicine as well as western medicine.
 “a Japanese treatise on anatomy and anatomical dissection in five vol-
umes was published in 1813 by shoshui or Boku or koki Mitani (1774-
1823) with the title kaitai hatsumo. this was not the first original Japa-
nese work on dissection, since priority in that respect had been established 
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regular paper copies: here, there is much blind-embossing, which replaces 
certain coloring effects, rendering a far more delicate representation. also, 
the colors are more far more subtle and finely applied.

by the appearance in 1759 of the Zo-shi of toyo yamawaki. But that earlier 
work was short and its illustrative material limited to a few crude drawings 
of the viscera. kaitai hatsumo appears, however, to be the first Japanese 
exposition on the whole system of human anatomy, based upon original 
observation (including dissection) and knowledge of other anatomical 
works. an inserted advertisement for this book [not present in this and 
many other copies] is translated to read as follows: ‘this book is kaitai 
hatsumo, on some new dutch theories and moreover some dissections of 
a real dead body to make it sure. and it has become clear that the dutch 
theories are right and the traditional Japanese and Chinese theories which 
[have been] with us for 3000 years [are] quite wrong.’ (somehow one gets 
here the impression of a persistent reluctance to relinquish the traditional 
anatomical beliefs in favor of the european knowledge which had come 
into Japan. after all, the gross inaccuracies of the traditional teachings had 
been firmly established by the work of gempaku sugita and his friends in 
the previous century) . . . 
 “scattered throughout the text of kaitai hatsumo is a series of anatomi-
cal plates printed in color. these drawings were very well executed, and 
illustrate the following structures: thoracic and abdominal viscera, in situ; 
the lungs, with a careful dissection of the bronchial tree; the heart; the dia-
phragm; the spleen; the stomach; the liver and gall bladder; the kidneys, 
with their blood supply, and the ureters; the urogenital system, in male and 
female, with the plexus of veins draining testes and ovaries; the uterus, with 
Fallopian tubes and ovaries (the ovaries are shown as contained within the 
uterine tubes); the urinary bladder in the male, with testes and accessory 
organs of reproduction (seminal vesicles, prostate), and penis; the small 
and large intestines, with the vermiform appendix; the blood supply to the 
intestine through the mesentery; the pancreas; a schematic diagram of the 
lymphatics (called ‘water-ducts’) associated with the small intestine (the 
function of the lymphatics, it was believed, was to control blood volume 
of the body); the general vascular system of the entire body; the system of 
spinal nerves; and, finally, the gross appearance of the brain . . . 
 “the last volume of kaitai hatsumo is in the form of an appendix, writ-
ten by one of Mitani’s pupils named konsei Minamoto. this work was 
of sufficient historical importance to be entirely reprinted in a facsimile 
edition as recently as 1930.”–Mestler, a Galaxy of old japanese medical 
books with miscellaneous notes on early medicine in japan Part I. medical 
History and biography. General Works. anatomy. Physiology and Pharma-
cology, pp. 316-18.
 the woodcuts in this work have been treated quite differently from the 
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one oF jaPan’s Greatest PHotoGraPHers

85. MitsuMura, toshiMo, photographer. a 
concertina album of 32 original albumen photographs (each 100 x 
140 mm.) of the famous Besshi Copper mining works, each mount-
ed on thick board. oblong thick 8vo, orig. padded silk cloth binding. 
[Japan]: 1898. $12,500.00
 a rare collection of 32 albumen photographs taken by toshimo Mit-
sumura (1877-1955), the famous commercial photographer and printing 
entrepreneur; one of the greatest industrialists of the Meiji period, he is 
also highly esteemed today as a photographer. these photographs repre-
sent some of his earliest efforts. Mitsumura’s photographs have always 
been well-regarded and are held in the permanent collections of the Muse-
um of Fine arts, Boston, and the victoria and albert Museum in london.
 a native of kobe, Mitsumura purchased his first camera at the age of 14 
and quickly became an accomplished photographer. in 1893 he enrolled in 
college at tokyo’s keio university where he continued his photographic 
pursuits. By the time of his graduation Mitsumura had became a profes-
sional photographer and his first major commission came in 1898 when he 
was hired to photograph the Besshi Copper Mine. this firmly established 
Mitsumura as a commercial photographer and in 1900 he attended the 
exposition universelle in paris where he was awarded a gold medal for 
photography. he was commissioned by the Japanese government to docu-
ment the russo-Japan war; this elevated Mitsumura’s company to become 
one of the leading printing and photographic firms in the kansai region. in 
1918, he moved his company to tokyo where it continues to flourish today. 
Mitsumura was also a major collector of Japanese sword fittings, now at 
the nezu Museum in tokyo. 
 a major copper deposit was discovered in Besshi, near niihama City in 

 in spite of the worming, which has been carefully repaired, this is a fine 
set preserved in a chitsu.
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ehime prefecture in 1690. Copper production started in 1691 and contin-
ued to 1973, operated by sumitomo.
 the album contains 32 photographs, each mounted on thick board and 
all with manuscript captions. the inside front cover has written (in trans.): 
“september 1898. toshimo Mitsumura took these pictures.”
 Fine condition and a remarkable discovery. preserved in the slightly 
damaged original wooden box.

IllustrateD by sukenobu nIsHIkaWa

86. nakanishi, naokata (or watarai). Hinaasobi 
no ki [trans.: about the Hina Doll Play]; title for vol. ii: kaiawase no 
ki [trans.: Playing the shell Game]; sub-title: jokun eiri [trans.: Illus-
trated Instruction for Women]. edited by yusuishi tanaka. woodcut 
frontis. & eight fine double-page woodcut illus. 21; 18 folding leaves. 
two vols. large 8vo, orig. blue wrappers (wrappers rather worn & 
rubbed), orig. block-printed title labels on upper covers (rubbed), 
new stitching. osaka, edo, & kyoto: 1749. $7500.00
 First edition of this beautifully illustrated book; the fine woodcuts are 
by sukenobu nishikawa (1671-1750 or -51 or -54), who “counts among 
the foremost masters of so-called ukiyo-e (primitive) prints. his subject 
matter, like that of his contemporaries, revolved around images of women 
walking. these images are stylised, lending the rhythmic movement of 
the sumptuous robes an almost sculptural effect. nishikawa also did many 
book illustrations . . . nishikawa founded a whole school, and according to 
his family archives harunobu (1725-1770) was a follower of his.”–oxford 
art online.
 this work is concerned with the education of women in its widest 
sense, combining knowledge with taste. Four types of girls’ “play” are de-
scribed and illustrated; each providing instruction in behavior and ethics. 
the fine woodcut frontispiece depicts a young woman reading a book, sur-
rounded symbols of knowledge and refinement: bookshelves and brushes 
for calligraphy. her clothes and hairstyle are appropriate. 
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unIque nara eHon

87. nara ehon. illustrated manuscript on superior paper, a pic-
ture album of “ishimochi no soshi” concerning the life of samurai 
shigetada hatakeyama. with 18 fine & richly colored paintings, of 
high finish and luxury employing gold, copper, & silver; top & bot-
tom of each painting framed with pale blue “misty” borders; text 
written in a fine calligraphic hand in black ink. 23; 27 (one blank); 
27 leaves. three vols. oblong 8vo (170 x 245 mm.), orig. dark blue 
wrappers (rubbed with a little wear) with gold paintings on all cov-
ers, orig. orange paper title labels on upper covers, endpapers richly 
speckled in silver & gold, new stitching. Japan: copied ca. 1661-73 
[kanbun era]. $85,000.00
 an important discovery: this is the unique surviving nara ehon of the 
famous story “ishimochi no soshi,” concerning the famous samurai warrior 
shigetada hatakeyama (1164-1205), who fought in the genpei war (1180-
85). the story describes his preparations for battle, supernatural events 
which took place while he was going to the battlefield, his great bravery in 
battle, and the death of his son in the same battle. hatakeyama’s extraordi-
nary valor and acts of strength and skill are famously recorded in the Heike 
monogatari and other histories of the period.

the first volume is concerned with dolls (hina). in Japan, dolls are not 
for play but have high spiritual value, which offer girls preparation for adult-
hood and marriage. For the Japanese, dolls are living creatures possessing 
heart and soul, from which girls can learn discipline, obedience, and control.

nakanishi (1634-1709), was a scholar and writer on shintoism and the 
present text was edited and posthumously published by yusuishi tanaka, 
who has contributed a preface. the theme of the text is instructional and 
written for girls and young women: there are many references to texts es-
sential for proper behavior and ethics. nakanishi draws on the nihon sho-
ki, the oldest chronicle of Japan; man’yoshu, the eighth-century anthology 
of Japanese poetry; the tale of Genji; and makura no soshi, the famous 
Pillow book.
 there are four fine double-page woodcut illustrations in the first vol-
ume. the first illustration depicts an upper-class woman sending her dolls 
away in a boat, thereby sending her suffering away. the second illustration 
depicts the hinamatsuri (doll festival) with dolls arranged on shelves. the 
following illustration depicts a young woman facing her suitor, her dowry 
behind her (all are objects of knowledge and culture: a calligraphy set, fine 
papers in a box, picture scrolls, books, etc.). the final illustration in this 
volume depicts an offering made to the sky, referencing tanabata (the star 
festival). according to legend, the Milky way separates two lovers; they are 
allowed to meet only once a year on the seventh day of the seventh lunar 
month of the lunisolar calendar.

the second volume is concerned with kai-awase, the Japanese shell-
matching game. again, there are four fine 
double-page illustrations, each filled with 
deep meaning. Matching the shells sym-
bolizes the unity of partners in a marriage. 
there are many references to the tale of 
Genji and lady Murasaki; scenes from 
this novel were often used to illustrate the 
shells. one of the illustrations depicts the 
traditional card game called uta-garuta 
being played by several women.

a very good set and rare. some care-
fully repaired worming, mostly confined 
to the margins. the lower outer corners 
of many leaves are “thumbed.”
¶ Brown, block Printing & book Illustra-
tions in japan, p. 131.
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craftsmen who produced extremely lavish versions of otogi-zoshi (fairy tale 
books) and kowaka-mai (historical folk tales). “Many were produced and 
purchased for special occasions, and were given as dowry and new year’s 
gifts. pigments used in the paintings were often high-quality, expensive 

 nara-e (nara pictures) or nara ehon (nara picture books) are illus-
trated books produced in kyoto, not in nara. they are manuscripts writ-
ten in fine calligraphy on high-quality paper and were probably executed 
by under-employed monks. these monks were highly skilled artists and 
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Japanese Books” at niJl, lists this copy as the only nara-ehon of this story 
and gives the provenance of koichi yoshida. the wooden box in which 
these volumes are contained has on the upper cover in Mr. sorimachi’s 
hand in Japanese the title, “kanbun,” “nara-ehon,” and “three volumes.” 
on the reverse side of this cover, there is a contemporary inscription with 
the information that “prince arisugawa” provided an earlier copy of this 
manuscript to “[first character illegible] sho an” (clearly a pen name) in 
1644 for copying. our manuscript was copied from the arisugawa manu-
script in the kanbun era. there is a further inscription that in 1644, two 
other manuscripts, of “omochitsuki,” were contained in the box (and are 
no longer present).
 in fine condition. Minor thumbing. one of the images has some minor 
rubbing at outer margin. 
¶ Colin Franklin, exploring japanese books and scrolls, p. 32-36–nara 
ehon “were made in fairly large numbers during the sixteenth century and 
a little later — as were illuminated Books of hours in France . . . the mo-
tive, a lingering delight in color and luxury, was comparable . . . nara-ehon 
which had much in common with the most precise, finished style of per-
sian and indian miniatures. it struck me in first seeing these, that whereas 
one may be fortunate to own two or three such miniatures, in Japan it was 
still possible to find marvellous examples of complete volumes or whole 

mineral products, and the paper used for the text was often beautifully 
decorated with designs in gold and silver. in its broadest sense, the term 
nara-e refers to books and scrolls with text and illustrations which were 
produced by anonymous artists from the Muromachi through the mid-edo 
period. yet it is not easy to precisely define a nara-e style. Current schol-
arship agrees on a number of characteristics: nara-e is colorful, often em-
bellished with gold foil (occasionally copper foil); its technique and style 
are frequently uninspired and unsophisticated, yet the works are almost 
always charming; and nara-e paintings tend to be eclectic, revealing their 
artists’ varied backgrounds and training . . . 
 “the art of illustrating popular tales, and nara-e, regardless of its liter-
ary content, may be regarded as the rightful successors to the traditional art 
of narrative painting in Japan.”–Miyeko Murase, tales of japan. scrolls and 
Prints from the new york Public library (1986), p. 114.
provenance: this superb manuscript was owned koichi yoshida 
(1909-2003), scholar of Japanese classical literature, bibliographer, publish-
er, and a great rare book collector. he taught at toyo university. at the end 
of each volume we find his ownership seal. the distinguished bookseller 
and scholar, shigeo sorimachi (1901-91), in his census of more than 300 
nara-ehon, records this as item 167 (and in his autobiography, sorimachi 
writes at length about yoshida). the on-line “union Catalogue of early 
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works illuminated thus, instead of individual leaves extracted from them 
. . . the flowering of nara-ehon in mid-seventeenth century, which must 
seem to most of us its peak, was caused by the availability of artists, sudden 
freedom of a stable society, and fashion among a large number of affluent 
families; it produced, until color-printing became competitive, a century of 
secular illuminated manuscripts, inadequately known as yet in the west — 
comparable with the finest persian or indian examples.”

beautIFul natural HIstory sPecImens   
From all oVer jaPan

89. natural history alBuM. Manuscript on paper en-
titled on first leaf “kaito shosan bussanshi” [trans.: “local natural 
history specimens from all over Japan carefully described”]. about 
40 finely drawn & colored illus. 16 folding leaves. 8vo (264 x 180 
mm.), orig. wrappers, new stitching. [Japan]: late edo. $19,500.00
 this is an extremely finely executed album of illustrated natural history 
specimens collected from throughout Japan; the nearly 40 illustrations are 
very well drawn and painted, many with mica or three-dimensional tech-
niques, used in traditional Japanese painting, to make the drawings more 
realistic. the specimens include botanical, mineral, and animal examples.
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 the first leaf of the album contains the title and an index of the 22 
specimens. these include: a special kind of ivy from nikko (with Chinese 
names and where found), a “four-eyes” jellyfish from shizuoka, a seahorse 
from wakayama, a cowskin from China (?), a “floating rock” from izu, a 
“crab rock” and camphor wood from ehime, fossils, “pepper rock” from 
yamagata, copper (three images showing the stages of refining the ore) 
from iwate, seaweed from niigata, white bats from ibaraki, the tree pro-
ducing white lacquer from kagoshima, leeches from Musashino, almonds 
from nagano, etc.
 there is some repaired worming which occasionally touches images 
but we do not find it offensive. this manuscript is very beautiful.

FloWer scroll

90. natural history sCroll. scroll on paper, consist-
ing of a series of unfinished sketches of various plants and flowers. 
scroll on paper (260 x 7340 mm.), endpapers speckled with silver. 
Japan: “1767.” $3500.00
 this is a collection of unfinished drawings of plants and flowers ex-
ecuted by one artist, whose pen name is, perhaps, “Monou” or “Momonou” 
(depending on how you read the kanji). the drawings range from simple 
outlines to highly finished paintings of considerable delicacy. the flowers 
include wild orchids, peach and cherry blossoms, chrysanthemums, okra, 
tea bushes, primrose, camellia, clematis, aconite, and various other flowers 
from all seasons.
 in nice condition.

buDDHIst cuIsIne & asIan FusIon

92. nishiMura, Mitatsu (or iChiroeMon). Fucha 
ryorisho; [part ii]: shippoku ryori shiyo [trans.: collection of bud-
dhist Vegetarian recipes & shippoku cuisine]. numerous woodcut il-

item 90

item 89

item 90
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lus. (some full-page) in the text. 90 folding leaves. small 8vo, orig. 
patterned wrappers, new stitching. edo: 1772. $4500.00
 First edition. nishimura, who lived in the 17th century, was an author 
of novels, a haiku master, and publisher of medical books. 
 this book combines his two works on cuisine. the first part is devoted to 
Fucha vegetarian cuisine, derived from Chinese Buddhism. the remainder 
of the book is concerned with shippoku cuisine, a fusion of Chinese, Japa-
nese, and western cuisine originating in nagasaki. a primary characteristic 
of shippoku cuisine is jikabashi, the seating of the diners around one com-
mon round table on which the food is served in one dish, with all diners 
serving themselves. Because of the availability of sugar at nagasaki, another 
characteristic of shippoku cuisine is a certain sweetness to the dishes.
 Both sections list and describe the various foods and their preparations 
for each type of cuisine. there is an interesting and long passage on how to 
brew tea, especially orchid tea (and what to serve with this tea). there are 
woodcuts of serving tea, arrangements of dishes and tables, classic scenes of 
diners at Fucha cuisine meals, dishes and cups, lanterns, chairs, etc. sample 
menus, very seasonal, are proposed.
 this book was published by nishimura’s descendents nearly 100 years 
after the text was written.
¶ rath, Food and Fantasy in early modern japan, p. 103.
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aspects of agricultural improvement and technology; they were among the 
best of their period for range and clarity of explaining the new methods. 
okura wrote this work to increase the revenue of farmers by instructing 
them how to grow and process the kuzu crop. he thoroughly describes the 
plant, its cultivation, and its numerous uses. the fine illustrations (and see 
below for the illustrator) depict the plant, workers cultivating the plant 
in the fields, tools, the manufacture of the powder and starch, preparing 
the kuzu fiber to make clothing, etc. kuzu powder from yoshino, a town 
near kyoto, is mentioned in the text. the powder produced in yoshino is 
known as a product of the highest quality. Fabrics made from kuzu fibers 
have a unique sheen.
 the highly detailed illustrations were executed by arisaka hokuba 
(1771-1844), one of hokusai’s most successful pupils and an assistant to 
Buncho; he was considered by hillier (p. 830) to be a “major painter.”
 very good copy. some minor and mostly marginal worming, mended, 
to first six folding leaves. as is often the case, this copy does not have the 
title-page.
¶ Brown, block Printing & book Illustration in japan, pp. 188-89. For the 
artist, see: hillier, the art of the japanese book, pp. 723, 751, & 830.

kuzu starcH

93. okura, nagatsune, author & arisaka (or 
katsushika or teisai), hokuBa, illustra-
tor. seikatsu roku [trans.: account of Processing kuzu starch]. 
three double-page & ten full-page woodcut illus., and several wood-
cuts in the text. 1 p.l., 28 folding leaves, 3 folding leaves of pharma-
ceutical ads, one page of colophon. 8vo, orig. blue patterned wrap-
pers bound in later wrappers, orig. block-printed title label on upper 
cover, new stitching. osaka: kawachiya chobei et al., [preface dated 
1828; colophon dated 1830]. $5000.00
 First edition of the earliest detailed Japanese description of the cultiva-
tion, harvesting, and processing of the kuzu (or kudzu) plant. kuzu has 
many uses: its powder is the essential ingredient used throughout asia for 
thickening sauces and making various types of desserts. it is also used in 
numerous traditional medicines (including the Japanese kakkonto) and in 
textile and paper manufacturing. kuzu is easily grown in poor soil and can 
be consumed by humans and animals in times of famine.
 okura (1768-1856?), was one of the three most eminent agricultural-
ists of the edo period. a reformer, he wrote more than twenty books on all 
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maD Poetry For HIs motHer

94. ota, nanpo, ed. roraishi [sub-title: kyoka kyobun] [trans.: 
lao lai zi (the story of a Chinese filial son), Witty Poems & sen-
tences]. numerous woodcut illus. in the text. 17; 14; 15; 11 (but num-
bered 12); 21 folding leaves. Five vols. small 8vo, orig. patterned 
wrappers, orig. block-printed title labels on upper covers (several la-
bels a little defective), new stitching. edo: tsutaya Juzaburo, 1784.  
   $6500.00
 First edition, and very rare, of this delightful collection of kyoka and 
other pieces by many of the most prominent kyoka poets and kabuki actors 
of the day, gathered here to commemorate the 60th birthday of the mother 
of nanpo ota (1749-1823). ota was a high government official, popular 
writer, and a central literary figure of his time. this work was published 
during a golden and tolerant era for kyoka poets and artists in Japan, is-
sued before the suppressive kansei reforms of 1787.
 the overall tone of the contributors is lighthearted, celebrating Mrs. 
ota’s longevity, using different styles, formats, and scripts (including 
kyogen). the contributors are named and include akera kanko, koikawa 
harumachi, tegara okamochi, ki no sadamaro, along with kabuki actors 
ichikawa danjiro, iwai hanshiro, segawa kikunosuke, onoe Matsuno-
suke, etc. other contributors were artists who provided drawings of the 
goddess of longevity, along with a chef who has offered a menu of witty 
foods for a long life, etc. there are also contributors who have given Chi-
nese-style poetry with small illustrations filled with auspicious symbols 
and calligraphic characters surrounded by explanatory notes.
 the reference to laolaizi is from the seventh exemplar from the twen-
ty-four Paragons of Filial Piety by guo Jujing, written during the yuan 
dynasty. in this exemplar, laolaizi, a hermit, continued to act like a child 
through middle age in order to amuse his parents and keep them happy.
 present at the end of the fifth volume is the rare colophon page men-
tioning the year of publication. our book was published by Juzaburo 
tsutaya (1750-97), one of the period’s most renowned publishers and the 
great discoverer of talent (most notably utamaro), whose shop was origi-
nally located outside the great gate of yoshiwara. Because of his great 
commercial success, he moved to nihonbashi in 1783 which was the center 
of publishing in edo. tsutaya was acquainted with a number of leading 
writers and intellectuals and he engaged them to write books and prefaces 
for his publications.
 Fine set. no copy located by worldCat.
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“eDo noborI”

95. ryukyuan Mission to edo. anon. ryukyujin 
gyosoki [trans.: the record of the ryukyuan mission to edo in 1790 
[or] the record of the ryukyu People’s Procession in costumes]. 24 
full-page woodcut illus. 17 folding leaves. small oblong 8vo, orig. 
wrappers (wrappers somewhat defective), orig. block-printed title 
label on upper cover, new stitching. kyoto: iseya shosuke et al., 
1790.  $9500.00
 First edition and very rare; no copy in worldCat. Following Japan’s 
1609 invasion of the ryukyu kingdom (today’s okinawa), the kingdom 
became a vassal to the Japanese feudal domain of satsuma and was expect-
ed to make periodic diplomatic visits to the shogunate in edo to pay trib-
ute. during the edo period, there were 18 such diplomatic missions (edo 
nobori or “the going up of ryukyu to edo”) which included royal princes, 
high-ranking government officials, merchants, craftsmen, scholars, etc.
 these diplomatic exchanges were based on models established by the 
Chinese but were modified as the needs of the Japanese were somewhat dif-
ferent. every mission had a reason: either to congratulate a new shogun on 
his succession, or in connection with the accession of a new king of ryukyu.
 this is a record of the 1790 mission, the thirteenth, to edo; there were 
96 members of this entourage and the round-trip journey took a year. the 
lead envoy was prince ginowan (1765-1827); the delegation came to edo 
to congratulate tokugawa ienari (1773-1841), who had become shogun 
three years earlier.
 the attractive woodcuts depict the ships from ryukyu as well as the 
Japanese fiefdom lords’ escort ships. the following woodcuts depict mem-
bers of the entourage as well as members of the receiving fiefdom’s repre-
sentatives and the carriage of the fiefdom lord himself. the foreign visitors 
were required by lord of the satsuma fiefdom to wear Chinese-looking at-
tire to demonstrate their foreignness, thereby emphasizing the glory and 
power of the satsuma, the only feudal lords in Japan to enjoy the fealty 
of a foreign kingdom. we see woodcuts of musicians, banner carriers, a 
carriage holding the official documents, prince ginowan in his carriage, 
government officials (all named), and many priests. there is extensive text 
explaining the activities of the visiting delegation during their stay. we 
also find a short dictionary of ryukyu words and a list of gifts: swords, art 
objects including lacquerware, textiles (bashofu), incense, awamori liquor, 
bells, dolls, minoshi paper, and foods.
 apart from the wear to the wrappers, a nice copy.
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new texts and new translations. the first was that of saicho . . . which is 
dated 806 . . . what is significant about their imports is the predominance of 
the texts of esoteric Buddhism, including sanskrit texts, which prefigures 
the growing importance of esoteric Buddhism in Japan . . . 
 “in 811 saicho deposited in a temple on Mt hiei the books and Bud-
dhist implements he had acquired in China and drew up a catalogue of 
the collection, part of which survives in his own hand. this became the 
foundation of the collection in one of the three comprehensive Buddhist 
libraries on Mt hiei in the early heian period.”–kornicki, the book in ja-
pan, pp. 285 & 367.
 the first part of this bibliography (pp. [9-39]) is entitled “dengyo dai-
shi shorai daishu roku” [“inventory of imported goods from taizhou”]; the 
second part (pp. [41-64]) has the title “dengyo daishi shorai esshu roku” 
[“inventory of imported goods from shaoxing”].
 this handsome catalogue, issued by the hieizan Jodoin temple in shi-
ga prefecture next to kyoto, has been printed almost as a facsimile of the 
original manuscripts. the detail within the catalogues is remarkable: we 
are given the title, number of scrolls, sometimes the number of sheets in a 
scroll, creators’ names, etc.
 Faint dampstaining. one leaf has a tear touching one character.
¶ Bowring, the religious traditions of japan 500-1600, pp. 115-19.

yosHIWara saIken & mucH more

97. shiMiZu, enJu. koto shamisen [trans.: koto and shamisen 
(two traditional Japanese stringed instruments)]. one double-page 
woodcut illus. & numerous woodcut illus. in the text. 38 folding 
leaves. small 8vo, orig. patterned wrappers (wrappers a little wa-
terstained, some worming), orig. block-printed title label on upper 
cover, new stitching. edo: tsutaya Juzaburo, 1783. $4950.00
 First edition and very rare; this work is a guidebook, with poetic and 
allusory reviews, to the courtesans and brothels of the yoshiwara plea-
sure quarter in edo. this district served “as a kind of cultural salon where 
samurai and townsman culture could interact, and the quarter was able to 
transmit this culture to a wider world thanks to burgeoning links with the 
publishing industry.”–ryoko Matsuba, “shunga and the Floating world: 
the yoshiwara pleasure quarter,” in shunga. sex and Pleasure in japanese 
art (2013), p. 412.
 our book was published by Juzaburo tsutaya (1750-97), one of the 
period’s most renowned publishers and a great discoverer of talent (most 

tHe contents oF a manuscrIPt collector’s luGGaGe

96. saiCho. Dengyo [or Denkyo] Daishi shorai mokuroku [trans.: 
Inventory of Imported Goods by saicho]. two parts in one vol. 36 
folding leaves. large 8vo, orig. yellow wrappers (somewhat soiled), 
orig. block-printed title label on upper cover, new stitching. shiga: 
hieizan Jodoin, 1821. $3500.00
 First edition of this early bibliography of Buddhist texts. saicho (767-
822), the founder of the tendai school of Buddhism in Japan, was commis-
sioned by the emperor to go to China to further study in the tiantai school 
of Buddhism and bring back more accurate sacred texts. saicho left for the 
mainland in 803 as part of a four-ship diplomatic mission. after great dif-
ficulties, he made his way to Mount tiantai and studied with the seventh 
patriarch of tiantai, daosui. saicho spent his time on Mount tiantai study-
ing and arranging for a large number of works to be copied. he also visited 
two temples in nearby yuezhou where he had copied other esoteric texts.
 this bibliography is essentially a record of the contents of saicho’s lug-
gage of about 230 manuscripts (see kornicki, languages, scripts, and chi-
nese texts in east asia (2018), p. 234). this catalogue, and others, “constitut-
ed in effect official reports on their text-collecting missions, which were all 
sponsored by the heian court, and which were intended to bring to Japan 
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notably utamaro), whose shop was located at that time outside the great 
gate of yoshiwara. tsutaya was acquainted with a number of leading writ-
ers and intellectuals and he engaged them to write books and prefaces for 
his publications. the four prefaces in this book were written by shimizu, 
nanpo ota (using the pen-name “yomo sanjin”), akera kanko, and kisan-
ji hoseido.
 tsutaya grew up in yoshiwara and was intimately familiar with the 
workings of the district; ultimately, he was the district’s most important 
spokesman. he began his publishing career by issuing guides to the cour-
tesans and brothels of yoshiwara (the so-called yoshiwara saiken) which 
enjoyed great success due to their thorough descriptions. By 1783, tsutaya 
decided to change the format of these guides of which this is an early ex-
ample. in this work, the top portion of most pages depicts a series of deco-
rated lanterns, each signifying a prostitute by her name or symbol. there 
are unifying icons on groups of lanterns, signifying specific brothels (with 
the actual name of the brothel in the upper right hand corner of the page). 
they are arranged geographically within the quarter.
 there is a fine double-page illustration of six rivers (“rivers of love”), 
each a different landscape, with the names of a prostitute and her brothel. 
the rivers and landscapes, ranging from urban to rustic scenes, one with a 
waterfall, suggest the prostitutes’ nature and skills. 
 the text is filled with allusions to love, desire, and sex with references 
to certain prostitutes using varied and exquisitely elaborate words, kanbun 
poetry, kyoka poems, musical terms, etc.
 this might well be the final book at tsutaya’s original address before he 
moved to nihonbashi.
provenance: this copy belonged to shikitei sanba (1776-1822), the 
popular comic writer of the early 19th century. his seal is present on the 
title label on the upper cover and on the first leaf, with a note is his hand 
and another seal.
 very good copy with some worming which we do not find offensive. 

IllustrateD by kunInao utaGaWa

98. taMenaga, shunsui. sono kouta hiyoku no murasaki 
[trans.: that little ballad, this adorable couple]. illus. by kuninao 
utagawa. numerous color and black & white illus. in the text. Five 
vols. small 8vo, orig. decorative color-printed wrappers, orig. block-
printed title labels on upper wrappers, orig. stitching. edo: oshi-
maya denuemon, 1836-39-39-39-39. $2500.00
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tHe artIFIcIal cultIVatIon oF sHIItake musHrooms

100. tanaka, nagane. mikawa kitashitara-gun kojin baiyo 
zukai [trans.: How to cultivate shiitake mushrooms in mikawa 
Province, Illustrated]. numerous woodcut illus., mostly full-page. 2, 
14 folding leaves. 8vo, orig. yellow wrappers (first six leaves a tiny 
bit mouse-eaten in margin), orig. block-printed title label on upper 
cover, new stitching. tokyo: ishikawa shibataro, 1892. $3950.00
 First edition of the first work on the artificial cultivation of shiitake 
mushrooms, which, when dried, became an important export crop for Japan. 
tanaka (1849-1922), studied biology at tokyo imperial university and was 
the first to classify Japanese fungi using western taxonomy. he wrote, with 
nobujiro tanaka, the classic mycographia nipponica (tokyo: 1890), the 
first modern survey of the fungi of Japan. tanaka, well-known throughout 

 First edition and a rare complete set. tamenaga (1790-1844), is most 
famous for his series of romantic novels — of which this is one — mainly 
written in the 1830s in the genre of ninjobon which focus on young love 
and were generally aimed to attract female readers (but plenty of men read 
them, too).
 this most attractive set of volumes was illustrated by kuninao utaga-
wa (1793-1854), a student of toyokuni and deeply influenced by hokusai. 
utagawa worked in edo and illustrated many books. see hillier, the art of 
the japanese book, pp. 789-90 & 821.
 Fine and fresh set.

an erotIc noVel

99. taMenaga, shunsui. shunshoku minato no hana [trans.: 
arriving at the Harbor of love]. illus. by kuninao & kunimaro 
utagawa. numerous color and black & white illus. in the text. 15 
vols. small 8vo, orig. decorative color-printed semi-stiff wrappers 
(some rubbing), orig. block-printed title labels on upper wrappers, 
orig. stitching. edo: 1841. $3250.00
 First edition and a rare complete set of this erotic novel. these volumes 
were also illustrated by kuninao utagawa (see previous item).
 Fine and fresh set. no copy of this work located in worldCat.

99.
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the country for his advocacy of agricultural reforms, developed methods of 
artificially cultivating mushrooms, described here, through the inoculation 
of mycelium. his techniques are still the standard methods used today.
 domestic and export demand far exceeded the quantity of mushrooms 
found naturally so the Japanese began to fell shii-noki and oaks. the logs 
were then scored with a sharp knife, laid on the ground, and remained 
there for upwards of three years, after which they were stacked in rows in 
a shady area where they became covered in shiitake mushrooms.
 the strikingly handsome woodcuts depict forests, foresters at work, the 
felled logs, the scoring marks, the process of drying and then soaking the 
logs in ponds, and then the stacking of the logs, inoculating, and waiting 
for the spores to develop. the final woodcuts depict the drying processes of 
the harvested mushrooms (under the sun or placed next to a charcoal fire 
in huts). there are also microscopic illustrations of mycelium and spores 
(the first such illustrations in a Japanese book).
 a fine copy. worldCat lists only one copy, at the university of alberta.

tHe cHInese buDDHIst canon In jaPan

101. tetsugen doko. Daimin sanzo shogyo mokuroku [trans.: 
catalogue of the chinese translation of the buddhist tripitaka, the sa-
cred canon of the buddhists in china & japan]. three full-page wood-
cuts. 20, 33; 27; 20; 30 folding leaves. Four parts in two vols. large 
8vo, orig. wrappers, orig. block-printed title labels on upper covers, 
new stitching. [Japan]: colophon 
in vol. ii dated 1669.      $7500.00
 “it was not until the seventeenth 
century that the first Japanese ver-
sion of the Chinese Buddhist canon 
was printed, and it was rapidly fol-
lowed by a second. thanks to the 
late date, the circumstances of their 
production and their subsequent 
fates are better known than for many 
of the earlier continental editions. 
the first version was printed using 
movable type in 1637-48 by tenkai 
(1586-1643), a monk who was in the 
entourage of tokugawa ieyasu, the 
founder of the tokugawa shogunate. 
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lIFe at eDo castle

102. uChi sakurada log Book. Manuscript on paper, 
entitled on upper wrapper “uchi sakurada kinkata ikken” [trans.: 
“record of the activity at the inner sakurada gate”]. 61 folding 
leaves, written in a fine & legible hand, several diagrams in the text. 
8vo (255 x 158 mm.), self-wrappers, stitched. edo: copied in 1809 by 
“Masatoshi tada.” $2950.00
 this fascinating document is a copy of a log book, prepared by the 
guards and government officials who oversaw the activities of the famous 
inner sakurada gate, part of edo Castle. Following the title leaf, we find a 
table of contents with the following sections: 1. number of guards and offi-
cials, their positions and roles; 2. rules and regulations of the gate; 3. hours 
of duty and changing of the guard; 4. the actual log; and 5. annual events 
and precessions which take place at this gate.
 as one studies this manuscript, one becomes aware of the inner work-
ings of the shogun’s castle in all its complexity on a nearly daily basis: many 
names are listed, detailed comings and goings of dignitaries and doctors, 
rules for the workers, security issues in case of fire or earthquakes, arma-
ments at the ready, lists of gifts and supplies for the shogun’s household, etc.
 in fine condition.

this was done on the orders of ieyasu’s grandson, iemitsu, so it was a state 
project . . . the second version was printed with woodblocks in 1668-78 by 
tetsugen doko (1630-1682), a prominent Zen monk of the newly arrived 
obaku school of Zen, who travelled throughout Japan to collect the neces-
sary funds. the tetsugen edition was a reprint of the Ming Jiaxing edition, 
which had reached Japan in the hands of a Chinese monk, yinyuan longqi 
(1592-1673), who moved to Japan in 1654. More than 2,000 copies were 
printed and distributed to temples all over Japan. while tenkai’s version 
may initially have been a vanity project, the second was clearly undertaken 
for the purpose of distribution.”–kornicki, languages, scripts, and chinese 
texts in east asia (2018), p. 237.
 testsugen doko has added reading marks throughout to assist the Japa-
nese readers.
 there is a most interesting bibliographical section, arranging the texts 
by school. the first part has two fine full-page woodcuts on the verso and 
recto of the first leaf. the verso shows two disciples standing beside a stat-
ue of Buddha. on the recto is another woodcut with poetry within a large 
decorative frame. on the paste-down at the end of vol. ii is a third woodcut 
depicting a religious figure surrounded by an aura.
 Minor worming. there are throughout many neat annotations in red 
and black ink in one hand. the annotator was extremely knowledgeable: 
they are all of a bibliographical nature, adding details regarding author-
ship, number of sheets in a scroll, contents, etc.
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no differences can be detected. the title leaf, bearing a medallion portrait of 
stephen Blancard above a scene showing him dissecting, was done by one 
of aodo’s pupils, named reikya [reikyo] arai. the sequence of engraved 
plates is as follows: brain, in situ and removed; spinal cord and system of 
nerves; tracheal, bronchial tree and lungs; heart and great vessels; vascular 
system; opening of the anterior abdominal wall to the greater omentum, 
showing the successive layers of skin, subcutaneous tissue, muscle and fas-

“remarkable”

103. udagawa, genshin. seisetsu ihan teiko shakugi [trans.: 
Commentary on essentials of western Medicine]. title-page, 1 (of 
two, lacking second leaf of first Foreword), 2, 8, 2, 21, 35, 19 folding 
leaves. three vols. in one. large 8vo, orig. aubergine wrappers (some 
light staining in gutter of first ten leaves, a few leaves with minor 
mostly marginal worming), block-printed title label on upper cover, 
new stitching. edo: suharaya ihachi, 1805.
[with]:

 —.  [Ihan teiko naisho dobanzu] [trans.: copperplate engravings of 
organs of Ihan teiko]. title-page, one leaf of foreword, 16 engraved 
plates, each with facing printed explanatory text, two pages of “af-
terword” and colophon. large 8vo, bound accordion-style within old 
wooden boards. edo: suharaya ihachi, 1808. $6500.00
 First edition of this important and remarkable book. “in 1805 genshin 
or shinsai udagawa (1769-1834) published his Ihan teiko, which was a 
manual of anatomy in three volumes of text, based on the works of stepha-
nus Blankaart (more correctly, stephen Blancard), Jean palfyn (or palfin), 
and Jakob Benigus winslow. interestingly enough, Ihan teiko also includes 
lecture notes by a pupil of udagawa, named toshi or shun suwa. the se-
quence of anatomical structures elaborated in this text is as follows: brain, 
nerve, thoracic and abdominal viscera, arteries and veins, intestines, the 
mesentery (described as a ‘double film’), lymphatic vessels, urogenital sys-
tem, peritoneum, retina of the eye, blood, skin, subcutaneous tissue and fat, 
muscles, ligaments, bone, and cartilage. there is also a description of the 
physiology of digestion. reference was made to a mysterious liquid, called 
reiki (literally, ‘spirit water’), in connection with the function of the nerves; 
the belief being that this produced the clear liquids also found in the gall 
bladder, the pancreas, sweat glands, and in the composition of saliva, tears, 
etc., and was identified also with blood serum and lymph. Containing no 
illustrations, the text has an advertisement at the end which states that an 
atlas for Ihan teiko will be issued later . . . 
 “this was done, and in 1808 appeared the remarkable atlas with the sub-
title naisho dohan-zu containing, so the postscript by kincho or ryuikei 
sugita states, the first copper-plate engravings ever made in Japan for such 
a subject. the engravings were done by denzen aodo, the most famous 
Japanese engraver in the edo period, and were reputed to have been copied 
so carefully that if they are compared with the original dutch engravings 
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cial coats, and peritoneum; dissection of the M. gastrocnemius to show 
the structure of its fibres; superficial muscles of the anterior and posterior 
aspects of the body; and fetus and immature skeleton. each of the engraved 
plates is accompanied by an explanatory text on the opposite leaf.”–Mestler, 
a Galaxy of old japanese medical books, part i, pp. 315-16.
 a nice set. lacking one leaf of the first Foreword in the text volume.

cHIna’s Pre-emInent PaIntInG manual

104. wang, gai. jie zi yuan hua zhuan [trans.: mustard seed Gar-
den. manual of Painting]. numerous woodcuts (some color-print-
ed). part i in 5 vols; part ii in 4 vols.; part iii in 2 vols. (of 4); part iv 
in 2 vols. (of 4). 13 vols. (of 17). 8vo, later wrappers, new stitching. 
China: late 18th century-1818. $9500.00
 a later edition of the famous mustard seed Garden, China’s pre-emi-
nent painting handbook. this work has remained influential in China to 
the present day. the first part was first published in 1679, the second and 
third in 1701, and the fourth in 1818. there were many editions in the 
18th and 19th centuries.
 each part consisted of several volumes, each devoted to a different topic, 
technical problem, or style. the mustard seed Garden served as an inspira-
tion for Japanese color-printed books of the 18th century.
 “the first volume of part one is given over entirely to text introducing 
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basic principles and elementary methods of Chinese painting. this is fol-
lowed in volumes two, three, and four by well-drawn and clearly described 
illustrations of trees, rocks, human figures, animals, buildings, boats, and 
furniture. in these three volumes there is sparse use of brown [not in this 
edition] and grey for shading and contrast, but in volume five (landscapes) 
full color is used with gratifying results.”–edgren, chinese rare books in 
american collections, no. 37.
 part ii, which has a colophon dated 1782, has color printing but our 
part iii, with a date of 1817, lacks the two volumes with color printing.
 very good set. some worming and other defects here and there, mostly 
repaired.
¶ edgren (cited above) adds this comment regarding the complications of 
this book: “the question of the different editions of the work is extremely 
complicated. one Chinese specialist claims to be aware of more than elev-
en Chinese editions published from the end of the seventeenth century to 
the end of the nineteenth century.”
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optics: 79
otology: 79
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pharmacology: 59, 60, 89, 93
philosophy: 37, 58, 66
photography: 44, 85
physics: 1, 2, 4, 34, 65
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1, 39
railroads: 73
religion: 1, 20, 62, 75, 96, 101

sex: 97, 99
surveying: 17
technology: 14, 34, 39, 46, 68, 69, 

85, 93
textiles: 13, 61, 93
transport: 73
trigonometry: 30
voyages & travels: 15, 38, 81, 95
wine & Beer: 13, 15
women: 50-52, 83, 86
Zoology: 58

acupuncture: 70, 71
agriculture: 15, 93, 100
alchemy: 59
anatomy: 72, 79, 84, 103
archeology: 53
architecture: 34, 81
art: 7-10, 53, 56-58, 63, 66, 81, 83, 85, 

87, 88, 91, 98, 99, 104
artillery: 46
astrology: 19-22, 64
astronomy: 3, 5, 18-33, 55, 58, 64, 65, 

79
auction Catalogues: 6-10, 56
Bibliography: 6-10, 12, 36, 37, 54, 56, 

63, 67, 77, 81, 82, 96, 101
Bookbinding: 11, 37, 55, 59, 60, 62, 63, 

65
Botany: 89, 99
Calculus: 2
Canals: 61
Cartography: 17
Catalogues: 6-10, 12, 54, 56, 57, 67, 77
Chemistry: 13, 59, 60, 69, 93
China: 15, 36, 77, 89, 104
Comets: 18-33
Conchology: 78
Costumes: 80
dyeing & Bleaching: 13, 80
early printed Books (before 1601): 11, 

58, 59, 63, 64
economics: 11, 13, 15, 47, 100
egypt: 53
en Français dans le texte items: 1
engineering: 46, 61, 68, 73
Festival Books: 35, 49
Fortification: 46
galileo: 18
gardens: 74
gastronomy: 13, 15, 76, 92, 93

geology: 14, 38
geometry: 65
glass: 13, 14, 69
history: 7, 8, 15, 16, 35-37, 40-43, 47, 

49, 50, 53, 57, 58, 62, 63, 75, 81, 95
hydraulics: 4, 17, 61
incunabula: 11
instruments: 18, 44, 48, 68
Japanese Books, Mss., & scrolls: 

70-104
law: 17, 58
literature: 14, 16, 51, 52, 55, 58, 87, 

88, 94, 97, 98, 99
lithography: 35, 49
Machines: 34, 48, 61, 68
Manuscripts, autographs, & an-

notated Books: 17, 44, 50, 53, 
70-76, 80, 87-91, 102

Mathematics: 2-5, 32, 33, 65
Mechanics: 1, 2, 4, 34, 48, 61, 65, 68
Medicine: 11, 42, 45, 58, 59-60, 70-

72. 84, 89, 93, 103
Metallurgy: 14, 38, 48, 61
Meteorology: 2
Military history: 37, 46
Mineralogy: 89
Mining: 14, 17, 38, 61, 68, 73, 85
Music: 66
natural history: 14, 53, 58, 78, 90, 

91, 100
neurology: 45
newtoniana: 3
nutrition: 92
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